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Most of the stock from November sold out
New stock arriving soon.
SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

ALL NEW. NO SECOND HAND GOODS
GREEN MOUSE
$ 25.00
HYPER MOUSE II
$ 35.00 AMINET CD 2021,22.
$ 25.00 FI GRAND PRIX
ROCFIRE JOYSTICK
$ 24.00 AMINET CD 8,10,13,15.
$ 10.00 PRIME MOVER
PEN MOUSE
$ 39.00 XTREME RACING
$ 24.00 AMINET SETS 1,2
AMINET SETS 3,4,5
$55.00 OVERDRIVE
HAND SCANNER 64 GIS
$150.00 EURO
CD 2
$ 24.95 F117 A
WITH FULL OCR & TOUCHUP 4
MONUMENT PRO V3
$460.00F 19
SECUREKEY
$ 64.95 ADORAGE
$ 160.00 DOG FIGHT
880K EXTERNAL DRIVE
$ 150.00 B17 FLYING FORTRESS
SOLD OUT ANIMAGE
$ 265.00 F15 STRIKE EAGLE II
ROCGEN A6001500/2000
$ 150.00 CLARISSA
MON CREATIVE SET
$ 60.00 F29 RETALIATOR
DSS8+ SOUND SMPLER
$ 120.00 LOADER PACK GIF & JPEG
$ 50.00 A320 AIRBUS II
FLATBED AMIGA SCANNER
CALL ADORAGE PREMIUM FIX
$ 40.00 OVERLORD
A2000 A600/1200 INT DVE
$ 60.00 GUNSHIP 2000
$ 90.00 TOUCHUP 4 WITH MERGE
MASTER V1.5
$ 55.00 TIMEKEEPERS
COLOUR H/SCANNER
$ 400.00 IMAGE
XETEC CDFS
$ 39.95 TIMEKEEPERS DATA
GVP SIMMS MODULES 16 MB
$ 290.00 BUTz BASIC
$ 54.95 RAILROAD TYCOON
(WILL TRADE 4 MB GVPSIMMS)
BLITZ SUPPORT SUITE
$ 30.0010 INTEL STRAT GAMES

RAM & ACCELERATORS
A500
512K RAM + CLOCK
POWER68030+IDE+SCSI
A2000
RAPIDFIRE SCSI + RAM
A3000/A4000
SPITFIRE SCSI
A600
2 MB PCMCIA
68030 40 MHZ + 4MB
A1200
COBRA 28+FPU+FERRET
COBRA33+FPU+FERRET
COBRA 40+FERRET+FPU 33
FERRET SCSI FOR COBRA
VIPER 42Mhz - 68030 + 4MB
BLIZZARD 50 -68 030
BLIZZARD 50 - 030+FPU50
APOLLO 25Mhz - 68040
BLIZZARD 50Mhz - 68060
PPC ACCELERATORS

$ 60.00
SOON
$ 265.00
$ 145.00
$ 135.00
$ 300.00
$ 350.00
$ 400.00
$ 420.00
$ 150.00
$ 170.00
$ 280.00
$ 380.00
$ 355.00
$ 850.00
CALL

OTHER SPECIALS
LASER POINTER PEN
$ 49.00
80 W PMPO SPEAKERS
$ 55.00
PC OPTICAL MOUSE
$ 39.00
FLICKER FIXER! SCAN DOUBLERS
VIDEO MAGICIAN - A2000/3000A/4000
PRO SCAN SCAN DOUBLER EXTERNAL
FLICKER FIXER FOR PRO SCAN
ARRIVING SOON

AWEB Ill
$ 69.95 VIKINGS
I BROWSE
$ 69.95 DUNE II
MODEMS 33.6 FROM
$ 185.00 MIDWINTER
INTERNET 1 YR UNLIMITED $ 299.00 FLIGHT OF AMAZON QUEEN
PRINT STUDIO
$ 99.00 FIELDS OF GLORY
TURBO PRINT PRO V5
$ 110.00 .. VILISATION
TURBO CALC 2.1 CD
$ 15.00 COLONISATION
TURBO CALC 4.0 CD
$ 65.00 THEME PARK
OCTAMED CD
$30.00 UFO
PIPAINT 7.1 CD
$ 50.00 ENEMY
PERSONAL SUITE CD
$30.00 IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 2025
AMIGA TOOLS 6 & 7 CD
$ 25.00 X158
UGHTROM S CD
$ 55.00 CHAOS ENGINE 2
QIEACK5 + DISK EXP
$ 30.00 SENSIBLE GOLF
AMIGA FORMAT CD OCT
$ 10.00 BUTZ TENNIS
AMIGA FORMAT CD NOV
$ 10.00 ADVANTAGE TENNIS
UPD GOLD 4 CD
$ 55.00 AQUATIC GAMES
GIGA GRAPHICS 4 CD
$ 15.00 SUPERSKI 2
AMIGA REPAIR KIT CD
$ 60.00 SUPERSPORTS WINTER 92
GOLDEN DEMOS CD
$ 45.00 NICK FALOO GOLF
MYST CD
CALL PINKIE
BIG RED CD
$ 39.00 GEAR WORKS
SENSIBLE SOCCER CD
$ 5.00 VITAL LIGHT
APC & TCP VOLS 1,2,3,4
$20.00 LEONARDO
TRAPPED CD
$ 35.00 COOL SPOT
TRAPPED II CD
$ 50.00 CASTLE WARRIOR
TI.1 HIS CD
$ 35.00 ORK
WENDETTA CD
$ 40.00 SUP METHANE BROS
GOLDEN GAMES CD
$ 9.95 7 UP SPOT
FLYING HIGH CD
$ 45.00 HUMANS 2
CIVILISATION CD
$35.00 BEAVERS
AKIRA CD
$ 5.00 TREASURE TRAP
GULP CD
$ 5.00 MR BLOBBY
BLOBZ AGA
$50.00 SUPER CAULDRON
WORMS DR CUT AGA
$50.00 YO JOE
SLAM TILT AGA
$29.00 NEBULOUS 2
THEME PARK AGA
$ 35.00 MORPH
FLYING HIGH AGA
$ 45.00
ACID ATTACK AGA
$ 40.00
TRACKSUIT MANAGER AGA $ 20.00 PLUS MORE IN STOCK AND
CAPITAL PUNNISHMENT
$ 50.00 ARRIVING ALL THE TIME
GLOOM DELUXE AGA
$ 29.00 OVER 20 DIFFERENT CD
TOTAL CARNAGE ACA
$15.00 FOR $ 10.00 & UNDER EACH

$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$20.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$29.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$ 19.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$ 49.95
$ 29.95
$ 35.00
$ 45.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$ 25.00
$35.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$35.00
$ 35.00
$ 25.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$ 25.00
$25.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$ 25.00
$ 45.00
$ 45.00
$35.00
$ 15.00
$ 35.00
$ 15.00
$ 35.00
$ 45.00
$ 25.00
$25.00
$ 25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$ 25.00
$ 35.00
$ 45.00

CALL

A500 VIPER 530 68030
POWER AMIGA A5000
LAST CHANCE SPECIAL
POWER AMIGA A6000
DKB1202 RAM EXPANSION, AND REAL TIME CLOCK FOR
SEE XMAS AMIGA FORMAT FOR
A1200 $ 120.00
OR $ 140.00 WIITH 68882 16 MHZ
DETAILS
ORDER TO POWER COMPUTING A1200 4MB RAM CARD WITH CLOCK AND FPU SOCKET S
GOING IN FOR JANUARY
105.00
ORDER YOUR POWER COMPUTING OVER 300 AMIGA ITEMS IN STOCK. AND NEW STOCK
PRODUCTS NOW I!1
ARRIVES ALI_ THE TIME FROM OVERSEAS.
E&OE

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Computa Magic Pty. Ltd.
44 Pascoe Vale Road, Moonee Ponds, Vic. 3039.
Phone (03) 9326-0133 Fax (03) 9370-8352
email commagfcomagnafleld.com.au
Bankcard, Mastercard,Visa,Amex,Diners, Eftpos, direct Deposit, COD, even Cash
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Amiga News
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Our new Newshound, Paul Morabito
updates us on all the latest happenings.

'

DIY Protects

10

SMD-100 MPeg Winner

•

DraCo

Paul Graham wraps up his session on
SFX for Amiga and Video.

18

'

20
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'

A bit of fun for the Kids over the
holidays'The MiniAmiga Project"

'

The Best of Public Domain . 40

Subscribe to AAG

42

You still have time to get our special
12 months sub for only $46.00

26

'

Dear Dianna

Michael comes to the aid of some of our
readers in need.

Dianna relaxes by the seaside and
contemplates old vs. new

Getting Involved

Classified Readers

Are you involved in a user group?
See if there is a group near you!

39

This month Daniel reviews AmigFig,
AWS and CyberAVI.

Make You own Palmtop..... 22

Please Help!

Reader Survey
Your last chance to have your say in
what MG will be like in 1998.

Hear what Petro had to say at
Computer97 in Cologne last month.

'

32

Amiga & Video & Sound ... 36

16

Norman from TechMedia showcases
this brilliant machine

Petro's at Computer97

Amiga Zone
Guy Nathan invites us to chat on the
IRC.

Congratulations to our competition
winner - Merry Christmas!

'

30

Michael introduces us to some more
nifty web sites.

Do it yourself hardware projects for
the Christmas holidays.

'

Web Watch

28

Buy, sell and swap your Amiga
computer stuff here.

44

46

Eclitoflal
Dribble
"Happy birthday to us, happy
birthday to us...for we are one
year old" and they said we would
never last this long. In the midst
of harddrive crashes, surfacemounted chip failures and uncooperative printers, at times I
have had my doubts also. But, In
the true spirit of the Amigan, we
persevered. Thank you to all our
readers for also persevering with
us. We didn't achieve all our
goals for our first year, but we are
pretty close to the mark.

Last month, I spat the dummy at
what I believe was a large degree
of complacency of Amiga groups
around Australia. Thank you to
all the user group presidents who
contacted me to Inform me otherwise. We took forward to being
involved In creating a more
dynamic image for the user
groups around Australia. Dear
Reader, please allocate the
energy to get involved with your
local user group - you won't regret
it.

In the August Issue I remarked
that the light at the end of the
tunnel for Amiga was a bloody
small light. In the October Issue, I
upgraded that rating to a 200 w
light globe. With the rumours
(very strong rumours) that a new
version of Lightwave will be developed for the Amiga, and the
probability of Phase 5 producing a
multiprocessor PPC board for the
Amiga, I am upgrading my current
rating to a 200 w quartz halogen
globe.

I won't keep you in suspense any
longer, you will find the name of
the winner to the SMD-100 MPeg
Decoder, donated by Rob at
Amitech, on page 16. We will be
forwarding your prize, wrapped in
pretty Christmas paper to pop
under your Christmas tree.

MG has been fortunate to obtain
the services of Paul Morabito as
our News Writer. If you are a web
surfer you will recognise his name
in relationship to the Amiga News
Central; one of the most
prominent Amiga news services
on the net. We look forward to
Paul keeping us up to date on all
the coming Amiga events.

4

Over the past 12 months, quite a
number of people have contributed to MG. A special thank
you goes to each and every one
of them (a list on page nine).
Finally, thank you dear readers for
without your faith in Amiga and
trust in AAG to keep you informed, this publication would not
have been possible - like I said
earlier, they said we would never
last, and It Is great to prove them
wrongI
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I'm your host
Paul Morabito
and here is the
news

Computer97 News
Computer97, the largest annual
Amiga exhibition held in Germany
last month promised a lot but
provided little in the way of hard
facts for Amiga users. It was
largely believed "Amiga
International" would finally reveal
detailed plans for the future of the
Amiga but instead users were
once again left in the dark. Petro
T., president of Amiga
International in his speech highlighted the Importance of leveraging the Amiga technology and
promised more would be revealed
when possible. You can read
Petro's speech is on page 20.
While on another note it was
reported in some quarters Petro T.
was supporting the Idea of further
advancing the 68k processors instead of moving to a new architecture like the PPC. While it
has received some support,
notably from Carl Sassenrath, It
has largely been dismissed as
heresay and it is highly unlikely
Motorola could be convinced to
restart development on the 68k
line.
Newtek Continue Support
Amidst a lot of rumours and
speculation °Newtek" have reaffirmed their commitment to the
Amiga. R was believed that due to
the stoppage of development on
the Amiga version of Lightwave
and the suspension of Flyer development that Newtek were
preparing to leave the Amiga
scene. But according to Tim

Jenison, co-founder of "Newtek",
they have merely suspended development pending clarification of
Gateways plans for the Amiga.
Currently they are in discussions
with Amiga Inc. And despite reports to the contrary Newtek are
very excited about "PlayableTV"
and especially happy at °QuikPak"
being granted a license to produce Amiga's.
It has been rumoured °Phase5"
have done their bit to entice
Newtek back into the fray by offering to make a special multiprocessor PPC board especially for use
with Lightwave. The board would
essentially be identical to current
PPC boards except it will feature
4 or possibly more PPC processors to give optimum speed when
rendering. It has even been
reported that a very small amount
of these boards have been produced with some being sent to
Newtek. °Infoseek" have also
recently covered "Newtek" and
their future plans In which the
Amiga is prominently positioned.
New WWW Browser ?
BrowserWatch in it's °access
stats" webpage shows the existence of a mysterious new web
browser titled "ARexx Browser",
presumably written in ARexx for
the Amiga. At the time of writing
the browser has a mere 76 hits
which would indicate It Is used by
very few people possibly being
beta or alpha tested. Searches of
the WWW and newsgroups show
no reference to an Arexx
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Browser on any platform and
there has been no reference to an
"Arexx Browser" in any Amiga
news item in the past 12 months.
Research indicates a web browser written totally in ARexx is possible if used with certain extensions (such as MUIRexx) but unless compiled it would be very
slow. More information when I
receive it.
Aminet Watch
All Monopoly fans should check
out °International Monopoly"
which has just been uploaded to
Aminet. The game is by far the
best freely available Monopoly
game. Available from the Aminet
sites (207k).
PowerUP News
The "PowerUP Homepage" reports that despite reports to the
contrary, pOS from "ProDAD" will
be ported to PowerUP and should
be available in Spring '98.
Previously it was rumoured
°Phase5" were very keen on using
pOS in the A/Box but there
appears to have been a fallout
between the two companies
maybe caused by ProDAD wishing to make pOS multiplatform.
This put the planned port in
jeopardy. So far pOS is being
ported to Amiga m68k, Intel,
PowerUP and A/Box.

5

The long awaited
Myst has finally been
completed by
IickBOO "

In other PowerUP news.
The next PPC CD-ROM update
will have AGA drivers for
CyberGraphics. The drivers will
provide owners of AGA Amiga's
with access to all BbIt CyberGFX
modes and thus allow them to use
"LWShow", 'Isis" and any other
CyberGFX program.
At "Computer97"
Haage & Partner" held a seminar
about their PPC programming
tools including StormC and
StormASM. To highlight the speed
of the compiler and the PPC
cards they showed a Quake
engine running on a PPC
equipped Amiga which reportedly
produced quite remarkable
results.
User Group Network Formed
In keeping with the philosophy of
supporting current Amiga users
Amiga International in association
with Amiga.Org have formed the
"Official Amiga User Group
Network". A global registry of
Amiga user groups will be kept so
as news can be easily broadcast
to all members. The cornerstone
of this will be a regular emagazine distributed to all
members. Currently the UGN is in
discussion with the ICOA as to
the best way in which it can serve
the Amiga community.
New Clone Manufacturers
It was announced at
"Computer97" that "DCE
Computer", a long time supporter
of the Amiga had been granted
approval to produce Amiga based
clones. Their first model, the

6

"A5000" aims to be the new
standard in high end Amiga's and
is based around the A4000
motherboard. It will initially be
based around a 68030@50mhz.
The machine will ship with a large
IDE hard drive, CD-ROM and
MPEG-1 support as standard, all
in a mini tower case. And due out
in Spring '98 is the "PowerA 6000"
which will include many new
features including an 060 processor. "Power Computing" has been
appointed world wide distributor.
More information can be found at
"Power
Computing".
http://www.powerc.com
Not to be outdone.
"Index Information" has announced the immediate availability of their first Amiga clone, the
'Access". The machine is built
specifically for corporate applications and represents two
years of research and development. The Access Is a completely
new design and Is 2.3 times faster
than a standard A1200
In other licensing news.
"Quikpak" has been granted a
license to produce Amiga computers. "Newtek" are reportedly
very pleased at this. It is unknown
if Quikpak will produce their previously designed portable Amiga,
specialist A4000 machine with
built in bridgeboard or the mysterious A1630 which they touted
earlier in the year while bidding
for Amiga Technologies. To keep
track of all the latest Amiga licensees 'Amiga International" has
created a page dedicated to listing
current and prospective licensees,

it can be found at
"http://www.amiga.de/diaryficense/
licensees.html"
Myst finished I
The long awaited Myst has finally
been completed by "CIIckBOOM"
and should be available now. The
game achieved record breaking
sales on both the PC and Mac
and CliokBOOM hope to do the
same with the Amiga port.
Interestingly Myst has just become available on the Amiga
while the sequel to Myst, Riven
has just appeared on the PC and
Mac. This is the first Amiga port
by ClickBOOM with many more
planned. For information on the
game and purchasing contact
your local Amiga Dealer.
Amiga Quake?
ClickBOOM" have confirmed one
of the Amiga's worst kept secrets,
that they are negotiating with ID
Software with the hope of officially
releasing an Amiga version of
Quake. Earlier in the year an illegitimate version appeared from
Digital Corruption compiled from
stolen source code. While the
game required mammoth resources it confirmed the Amiga can
handle such games. It is thought
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Used But Not Abused, Secondhand, End Of
Year, Amiga Hardware & Software Sale !
Hardware

Software

Amiga A2000 base units with WB2.0
Commodore 2091 SCSI Controllers
A2000/A500 Internal floppy drive
External floppy drives (assorted brands)
Amiga Rom burner with manual
Videomaster Genlock (orig price $2000)
Star cursor Joysticks (Australian made)
Assorted joysticks from
Commodore 1084 monitors

$195
$99
$60
$65
$130
$550
$30
$5
$70

A

CDroms
Meeting pearls Vol.2 $10
Meeting Pearls Vol.3 $10
EuroScene Vol.1
$10
EuroScene Vol.2
$10
LSD Vol.3
$10
Aminet CD's
Vol 6 to Vol 20
$15 each
Developer Cd Vo11.1 $10
AmigaCD Voll
$10
Aminet Set 1 (4cd)
$15
17Bit Continuation
$10
Micro R&D Vo13
$10
Assorted CoverCD's $3 each

All
Hardware
Covered
With
3 Month
Warranty
Software
30 Day

Maxon Magic
ArtDeptPro Upgrade Kit Ver 2
FinalCopy Softface fonts Vo13
Super Base Pro4
Bars & Pipes Add-on series
(All Still in shrink wrap)
performance tool kit
Multi-media Kit
MusicboxA
MusicboxB
Creativity kit
Pro Studio Kit
Power tools Kit
Cando Ver 2.0
Amos Compiler
Deluxe Paint 5
Deluxe Video 3
Digi View Gold
Deluxe production
Maxiplan Plus
Maxiplan4
Ami-Back
AmiBack tools
Sas C compiler Ver6.5

Books
Making Music (Shrink wrapped)
Amiga Hardware Reference
Amiga Tricks & Tips
More tricks & Tips

$10
$15
$10
$10

Amiga Rom Kernel Reference
Amiga Intuition Reference
Amiga Basic Inside & out

MOTHERBOARD COMPUTERS
42 Manning Street, Kingswood NSW 2747
Ph(02) 4736-8055 Moither@pnc.com.au

$15
$15
$10

$35
$45
$25
$135
$25
$25
$25
$25
$25
$25
$25
$30
$25
$35
$10
$10
$10
$15
$15
$15
$15
$200
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Amiga is
continuing to make
headlines in the )
mainstream m=dia.

(

a proper fully Amiga-ized port
could see the game running many
times faster. CIIckBOOM hope to
announce the outcome of discussions very soon (positive or negative).
Championship Manager 3
A rather poor port of
Championship Manager 2 has just
been released for the Amiga but
development has already begun
on Championship Manager 3, for
the PC. The development team
responsible for both games are
keen on an Amiga port but do not
have the resources to port the
game themselves. It is thought
that the game could be licensed
to an Amiga developer to port
properly.
Foundation Demo out I
Another long awaited Amiga
game is nearing release. This
time 'Foundation" from Paul
Burkey and "Sadeness Software"
is on the verge of being released.
The game which is best described
as a mixture between the Settlers,
Megalomania, Warcraft II and
Populous is set to ignite the
Amiga games scene. A demo
highlighting the high quality of the
game is available from both
"Aminet" and Foundation's 'web
site". Pre orders are currently
being taken.
Amiga in Wired
The Amiga is continuing to make
headlines in the mainstream
media. This time, 'Wired" magazine has covered the Amiga's
resurgence in an article titled
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'Commodore Amiga computer set
for comeback". The article
appeared In Wired 5.12,
December 1997 on page 56. And
to further highlight the Amiga's
movement back into mainstream
publications, WortdVillage" have
also recently written an article
about the Amiga. The article
centers on the Amiga games
scene and to particular 'Myst"
stating, 'All in all, the Amiga
seems to be the promising platform for any new game".
In-other Amiga media news, 'OS
News", a website dedicated to
news on alternative operating
systems including Linux and
BeOS will now cover the Amiga
New at Ossaowskl's Schatztruhe
Schatztruhe" continue to enthusiastically support the Amiga
by announcing version 5 of
Turbocalc, the Amiga's premier
spreadsheet. There are numerous
new features and bug fixes including HTML export and improved
Excel import loaders. Schatztruhe
have also announced the long
awaited availability of 'Cygnus ED
4", the Amiga's favorite and most
powerful text editor. Finally,
Schatztruhe have announced the
release of Amiga. Forever 1.0 from
-Cloanto" and the availability of
Myst, Shadow Of The Third Moon
and Uropa2
Other News
"Asimware" have release a demo
of "MasterlSO 2.0", a CD-R/RW
program for the Amiga. The demo
is available from both Aminet and

Asimware while the full program
should should be available now.
"NovaDesign"
Have teamed up with 'Safe
Harbour Computers' and
'Software Hut" to bring massive
savings on Aladdin 4D 5.0. If you
purchase any produce from either
of the two dealers you will be
elegible for a discount of $130 on
Aladdin.
Legacy Makers Inc
Have released a tutorial video for
"NovaDesign's" ImageFX titled
'Catalyzet". VP Of Nova Design
Kermit Woodall is reported to
have said 'It taught me things I
didn't know about our own software'". The video is available for
SUS39.95.
"Amiga Notts"
Reports that the authors of
'Fortress Of Fear" which is set to
be THE Diablo game are in
desperate need of assistance.
The authors are interested in
hearing from any talented
graphicians and musicians. Those
that contribute will receive a free
copy of the game.
Oxyron
Have announced the sequel to
the 3D smash hit, Trapped 2. The
game will be called
'FratzenGeballer" and will ship
with an improved version of the
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3D engine that appeared in
Trapped 2. The full game is due in
Summer 1998, a demo will be
available very soon.
In response to a large amount of
interest in the Amiga's latest 3D
modelling and rendering program,
"Tornado3D", °Haage & Partner"
have set up a mailing list for all
discussion related to the program.
The programmers will be available at times on the list.
Information on joining the mailing
list can be found at °Haage &
Partner.http://www.haagepaner. com
Intangible Assets Manu..
Is slashing 50% off the price for
both Disksaiv 4 and the "Connect
your Amiga" book. The new prices
are $US20 and $US12 respectively. A further discount is available for user groups wishing to
bulk purchase. For more information 'IAM httpl/wwwiam.com
"Amiga RC5 Effort"
Has once again broken the one
million block barrier. This time it
was achieved in a record 35 days,
almost twice as fast as the previous RC5-56 effort. Unfortunately
due to the higher profile of the
competition and thus more competitors the Amiga Is losing
ground. If you are not already involved in the effort and would like
to participate, Instructions and a
client are are available at the
°Amiga
RC5
Effort"
webs te.http:/lhomepage.cistron.nl/
-ttavoly/rc5/
Verkosoft
Have two new games, °Wheels Of
Fire" and °BeamBender". Wheels
Of Fire Is a 3D voxel driving sim
while Beambender is a puzzler.
Gamasoft
Are offering Amiga users a
special money saving offer. From
now until December 31 both
Newyork and Voodoo can be pur-

chased together for only $US65.
This offer only applies to direct
sales. Alternatively anyone who
purchases either Voodoo or
NewYork from another dealer is
elegible for a $US5 discount from
°GamaSoft" on any future purchases. More information can be
found at °GamaSoft .
Mushroom PD
Specialists in Amos software have
announced the release of their
latest extension, °Jotre". Jotre is
an AmosPRO extension that can
play the new THX 2.x sound
format. THX Is a freely distributable music program that can
create near C-64 quality music.
More information can be found at
"Mushroom PD".
Randomize
Have a large range of stylish
Amiga clothing now available as
well as mouse mats, coffee mugs
and Boing beach balls. More information can be found at
"Randomize".
F1 LJcenseware
Titles are now available from two
outlets In the United States according to °AmlgaFtame".
Sagitarius Software and
MushroomPD are the latest distributors signed up to sell the largest single collection of Amiga
licenseware.

If you have any
Amiga News please
contact me at the
MG home Office.

Over the past year m
people have provided
articles for 44G, a
special thank you goes
to the following.
Daniel Hajduk
Darren Robertson
Davo
Dear Dianna
Geoff Milnes
Grant Regan
Guy Nathan
Igor Mercier
James Wilson
Jason Compton
Joachim Biekey
Max Frost
Michael Gruber
Norman Cantrell
Paul Graham
Paul Morabito
Peter Hutchison
Petro Tyschenko
Phil Scartokt
Sidewinder
Stewart Menday
Vincent Morton
Also thank you to all our
advertisers without whom
AAO would not exist
Amadeus Computers
Amiga Genius
Amilight
Amitar Home
Computers
Amitech
Byte One Computers
Comprepair
Compute Magic
Computer Kingdom
Creations Multimedia
MVB Computers
Small-Biz Software
Software Buyers Sate
Synapse Computers
TechMedia
The Amiga Dimension
Unicom Solutions
Unitech Electronics
Westcomp Computers
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Amiga Hardware Projects for the holidays
4000/040 running
at 35 MHz
by Luigi Pasciuto
IMPORTANT this Is a modification
on the A3640. Hardware
manipulation skill Is required so
TAKE CARE of electric static discharge, you have to be grounded
before proceed I
I'M NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
DAMAGE TO YOUR
COMPUTER, THIS IS A HW
MANIPULATION, TAKE CARE I
This is a tip for everyone want to
accelerate his A4000/040 spending not much money.

good results using 60 MHz, 65
MHz, 66.67 MHz, 70 MHz. Some
people (thank you Joe I) have
tried 66 MHz too with good
results but I think this is an
isolated one, more users reported
me 66 MHz didn't work fine. What
can I say 9 The only way to know
if it's possible to speed up your
A4000/040 is to try, try andoscillators try with different oscillators
(let you start with 60 MHz).
I CAN'T ASSURE YOU THAT THIS
TIP WORKS FINE ON EVERY A3840
BOARD! I THINK THAT 68040
CLOCK TOLERANCE IS THE
MAJOR CAUSE OF SUCCESS OR
FAIL OF THIS HACK, BUT THIS IS
ONLY AN OPINION.

The substitution of the oscillator
on the CPU board don't cause
any damage if you respect my
advice.
First of all, turn off your A4000,
open the case and remove the
CPU board A3640. Using a well
grounded solder, remove the original oscillator and keep it. Take
note of oscillator orientation on
CPU board before remove it. Now,
solder a 14 DIL socket on oscillator place on the board, then insert the new oscillator in the
socket respecting the right orientation (have you noted 6 before ?).
Stick a CPU cooling fan on the
68040 heat sink so that it push
the air Jet on the CPU. Connect

Cause of my raytracing Jobs, I
need more MIPS by CPU. The
less expensive accelerator for
A4000 cost $1000 at least (with
nocpu on board). For example:
Warp Engine 28 MHz costs
$1000 with no CPU, using this tip
you will spend $ 60 and will obtain
same performances like Warp
Engine, the difference 1000 - 60 =
$940 are in your pocket 1
So I've tried to modify my A3640
CPU board to Improve performances. The way Is to replace the existing original oscillator on CPU
board (50 MHz) with another at
higher value. The value of the
right frequency for your system
depends on various factors: CPU
frequency tolerance, CPU board
quality. My experiences reports
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From the dawn of the Amiga, man has desired to add, modify, expand and fiddly with the delicate internals.
The great thing is with a bit of common sense and some good instruction every man and his dog can do so.
In following this great tradition we present the -Amiga Hardware Projects for the holidays" Each of the
projects have been tried and tested a the MG lab. A word of warning please don't exceed your own
abilities. A bit of common sense will go a long way, if a project seems to hard then it mostly Is. Dont rush to
get it finished and double check then check again everything you do. Finally MG can not take responsibility if your Amiga explodes in a ball of flame.

the cooling fan to 12 V power
supply available on spare hard
disk connector. Now °cross the
finger and power on the A4000,
Is it booting up ? Yes ?
WHOWWWWWW 11111111
That's all 11 Now you have a real
27 MIPS A40001111
I'm using this tip since 1994 and it
works fine without any trouble.
Everyday I use my A4000 for 5/6
hours continuos with no trouble.
The use of higher clock cause an
increase of power consuption of
CPU so It must dissipate more
heat. Using the CPU cooling fan,
as described before, you prevent

CPU damage. However it's possible, specially in hot region and hot
season, that CPU cooling is not
enough. In this case you'll note a
decrease in speed of system performance, the Amiga will slow
down to stop. Dont' worry, this is
a protection system developed by
Motorola to prevent CPU damage.
In this case power off the A4000
and wait for CPU cooling, the
system will restart again.
I didn't test this tip on other configurations, but I think that It must
work fine the same.
The AIBB 6.5 program report an
average Increase of performan-

ces of 35 % with a maximum of
41 %. Unfortunately this tip
cause a raise of CPU/memory
latency Index: from 8.1 to 9.1,
but you can patch this using
copymemquick program, available
on Aminet.
68040 at 35 MHz permits an improvement in hard disk transfer
rate too, in this case you I must
verify, using DiskSpeed 4.2, if
there are errors with the higher
speed, in this case you must
modify the MAXTRANSFER parameter in HDTooIBox program
to 0000ffff. My hard disk
(Western Digital 340 Mb, slave)
transfer rate is raised from 1.3
Mb/s to 1.6 Mb/s using the
MAXTRANSFER value mentioned
above.
In the pictures you can find an aid
to modify your A3840 board.
If you have any trouble, contact
me at the following addresses:
Please send me your Internet
address, I'll Include it in my mailing list so you'll receive update
and news direct from me.
Inemet: pasciuto@settimo.kaitel.it
Good MIPS to all I
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By
Luiz Cressoni Filho
9

STEREO AUDIO SAMPLER FOR AMIGA
This sampler was developed
around the ADC 0808.
The ADC 0808 (or 0809) is a
monolithic CMOS device with an
8 bit A/D converter with typical
conversion time of 100 is, like the
0802. The main differences are
the 8 channels multiplexing
analog switches and no Internal
clock generator. The picture
named'Sameler.dat" contains the
connection diagram for the 0808
and the LM324 chips.

To build the sampler, you will
need:
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1

ADC 0808 - ND converter
LM 324 - Quad op Amp
CD 4093 "inverter" gates
114914 (or similar) diodes
1K 1/8W resistor
100K 1/8W resistor
470K 1/8W resistor
47K 1/8W resistor
3K3 1/8W resistor
68K 1/8W resistor
220K trim pot
100K potentiometers
220nF ceramic capacitor
100µF eletrolitic capacitor
3 mm leds
knobs for the pots,
125 pin D type socket
RCA jacks,
printed circuit board
and electronic stuff.

~

Circuit description
Following the diagram
"Sampler.pic" is easy to understand how to connect the ADC
chip to the parallel port of the
Amiga. Address lines A and B are
used to switch left/right inputs,
and Address line C is held low to
keep Address range between 0
and 3. The part of the circuit
marked with a gray background
must be repeated for the right
channel and connected to input 2
of the ADC chip. The three gates
of CD 4093 are used as a clock
generator. The fourth gate is used
as an inverter for the STROBE
line from the computer. It is good
to remember that almost any'inverter" gate can be used for the
clock generator and strobe line. I
used the 4093 only because I already had one at home.
The 220 K trim-pot is used to
calibrate the overload level for
both channels. To set the right

point of the trim-pot, connect an
analog source at the inputs and
turn the trim-pot until the Leds
start flashing very dim.
It's a good idea to connect and
audio source like a CD player to
adjust the trim pot. If you don't
want the overload sensor, Just
don't wire it and it won't be there.
It's there Just to use the other 2
built-In op.amp on LM324 that
would be left useless otherwise.
Assembling the circuit
The sampler circuit should be
mounted over a PCB designed
only for it. If you try to use wirewrap or other kind of work, like
proto-boards or similar, you'll be
very Impressed with the noise)
Make all connections very short
and use shielded cable for the
RCA Inputs and rec level potentiometers. If you use a metal
case, ground It to the audio inPuts.
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After putting all the stuff together,
double check all wiring and connect the sampler to the Amiga
parallel port. REMEMBER TO
TURN THE COMPUTER OFF
BEFORE DOING IT111
Now, pick up your favourite
sampler/editor software like
AudioMaster III, or any similar
commercial or PD software. If
there's any, choose Perfect
Sound 1 or 2 from the setup
menu. You're now ready to make
your first sample! Some mono
programs use the left channel
input, and others use the right, so
don't be upset if things go wrong
at the first time. I tested my
prototype on AudioMaster III,
NoiseTracker, OctaMed 2.0,
Future Sound 1.0 and they all
worked well.
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"A view from
under the table"
by Jeroen T. Vermeulen
Actually, one problem I had with
the Computer97 was that there
was just too much to remember a
significant fraction of it (okay, I
was also numb from exhaustion).
I did make some notes, like most
others, but gave up halfway
through the presentation-or about
one page of notes. Here's some
of what my sheet says. It's
semantically decompressed, so
don't expect it to be literal or
100% reliable.
AI is negotiating with REC (the
Wonder TV A6000, or whatever
it's called). Looks like there's no
real problem between the two
companies, just the need for
Gateway 2000 to assert their
Amiga IP (excuse me, that's
Intellectual Property, not Internet
Protocol) lest parts of it 'expire'.
Use 'em or lose 'em. More about
this later.
Jeff Schindler has talked to RJ
Mical, he has seen a video
(presumably the Deathbed Vigil
video) about the Amiga, and was
much Impressed by the enthusiasm and dedication he saw
there. No feel-good jive or hippie
talk though; he apparently read it
as an indicator of how the engineers appraised the Amiga
design.
About the many emails and phone
calls he got: °Keep 'em coming".

14

On a planet where it's always
somebody's lunch hour, I'm sure
he'll regret those words.
Ted Wait' was "really behind" Al's
independent position within
Gateway. So far I d been cautious
not to take all this "Gateway
believes in Amiga" stuff too
seriously, but this time I really got
the impression it was true. Jeff
Schindler, not exactly a newbie at
this kind of process insofar that
there's anything remotely comparable, seemed tingling and
even a little nervous about making
his presentation.
Amiga, Inc. will be "in the technology business, not in the products
business". They want to produce
worldwide standard technology for
convergence products. They
presented a very, very wide range
of potential applications for the
Amiga IP portfolio. Some of the
subranges may require different
reference platforms with different
GUI setups etc. This could be
much like what Microsoft is trying
to do with the Windows
("Bermuda") Triangle of 95 for
home systems, NT for serious
use, and CE for embedded applications. Except that Amiga OS
doesn't require 4 Mb or ROM to
power a palmtop computer, of
course.

Content is key. They need software to run on the Amiga, services to provide through the
Amiga, data to process with the
Amiga. IIRC there was some
mention of using Gateway's
leverage with major software suppliers. So far I think Petro has
shown himself a good behind-thescenes player in this regard, but
obviously it's difficult to convince
big players like Epson when
you're such a small company.
Al have looked into, and will continue to investigate, the strengths
and weaknesses of the Amiga.
More about these later. They also
put emphasis on the need for
feedback, keeping in touch with
trends in the computer market,
supporting industry standards,
and keeping abreast with technical (that's a good word I just
rediscovered, you don't have to
say 'technological' all the time)
developments. Their aim is to get
the Amiga "at or above the state
of the art", and Gateway's experience with the current state of
the art (press F1 and reinstall
Windows) seems to have convinced them that this is both feasible and desirable.
Identified strengths of the Amiga:
Compact, efficient & reliable environment. Preemptive multitasking, no buts. AutoConfig as
opposed to Plug-and-Play, without
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"A view from under the table"
compromise for older products ' OS 3.5 is to be released "some(Jeff mentioned the phrase Plugtime in 1998", after that frequent
and-Pray here). Video and
(eg. yearly) updates are to follow.
graphics rich system. Good
The 3.5 release may or may not
cost/function ratio, considering of
include new ROMs. Some thirdcourse that current systems are
parry software may be bundled to
artificially expensive due to nonbring the OS up to par with other
mainstream hardware market.
systems, feature-wise. This has
Ability to use both TV and monitor.
happened with the Amiga before,
but since this time we're talking
Weaknesses of the Amiga:
about commercial software or
"Mostly four-year-old technology
software that competes with comwhich needs overhaul. GUI immercial software, care will have to
provements needed. "Leading
be taken to do this fairly. It was
application support" is needed.
said that 'a lot more OS tools"
Driver support is needed for addwere needed, but I'm not sure
on hardware. Motorola has not
what details or examples were
aggressively supported the 68k
given, if any.
line. Must have state-of-the-art
hardware. Last but not least:
In order to preserve the value of
Lack of industry attention. Like I
the Amiga IP portfolio, Al said it is
said, no feel-good jive there, but
vital that these patents and
obviously these items form the top
trademarks be asserted in the
of their todo list.
marketplace. That means that all
unauthorized use of the Amiga
Acting as advisors (which I take to
trademarks (just Imagine how
mean they're willing to help but
many computer companies would
not giving up their current lives)
like to get their hands on names
Carl Sassenrath, RJ Mica!, Dale
like Workbench(tm) and
Luck, one Dr. Alan Havamose,
Intuition(tm)I) and patents must be
Andy Finkel (everybody spells it
tracked down, and proper licenses
as 'Finkle' nowadays, is that corfor them negotiated. To do this,
rect?), Dr. Ed Hepler of Hombre
all attendees at the conferenced
fame.
were asked to look for possible
infringements on these rights and
Amiga, Inc. interfaces directly to
report them to Al. The deadline
the large developers, ICOA handfor this is december 31st, 1997.
les the run-of-the-mill support and
organizes devcons. Actually
Gateway is willing to put gobs of
that's just my synopsis of a
cash into getting the Amiga going.
diagram that was shown; suggesThis Includes a multi-million dollar
tions about this structure were
advertising budget. As Petro
solicited.
called it. "Gateway Is our bank".
Developer support will have to include hardware reference
designs, comprehensive software
development kits with decent
debugging tools, and software
compliance testing. Third-party
software quality apparently has a
high priority.

A three-year development roadmap Is being drawn up or has
been drawn up. No vapour. The
Al guys seemed to be biting their
lips most of the time; on the one
hand they seemed very enthusiastic about platform development plans, but on the other they
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took secrecy very seriously.
Some minor beans were spilled in
private conversations over alcoholic beverages, so there was
some "I'm under non-disclosure"
and "oops, you didn't hear this
from me okay". Unfortunately (at
least In this case), the Germans
have this great light type of beer
called 'Koelsch' that I never knew
about, which doesn't cloud your
judgment even after several liters.
And some of the more criminal
elements in the Amiga community (notably GPSoft's Greg Perry
and Amiga Format's Ben Vost
who actually kept records of their
Koelsch consumption) really
worked hard to find out how much
it took to get plastered.
There was more reason for this
secrecy than just to avoid the
Osborn Syndrome (announced
vapour competing with your existing product); one of the Al people
put it privately as "Microsoft is the
problem. We don't want Microsoft
to know". Most people were convinced that some of the mishaps
that have befallen the Amiga so
far were coordinated acts of
sabotage; there were a lot of
stories
of people who fought the Amiga
tooth and nail, not just within
Commodore. In fact I was
surprised by how easily these
cases would pop up In conversations. You'd mention a name
and somebody would say, "hey,
here's what that guy pulled on
me". Some of the stories had
never been put together yet, but
confirmed each other in great
detail.

Page 43
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servers Configuration file, and the CheckSpelling
directive must be set to on.
Enhanced Conditional Setting of Environment Variables
The BrowserMatch directives of Apache 1.2 have
been joined by some more powerful brethren:
SetEnvif and SetEnvlfNoCase. These allow you to
set environment variables for server and COI use
based upon all sorts of attributes of the request.

AMIGA APACHE 1.3b3 released 1
The Amiga Apache http server project Is happy to
announce the new 1.3b3 release of the professional
Apache webserver. It Is available for download at:
http://www.xs4all.nl/-albertv/apache/index.html
The Amiga Apache webserver is a port of the professional Apache webserver, used by more than 40% of
all servers on the Internet. Amiga Apache is compatible with the original Unix Apache and uses the same
configuration files and uses the same options. The
Amiga Apache webserver is enhanced with the ability
to execute AREXX scripts (although it has no Arexx
port of its own). This means that Amiga programs
can interface with the server for in- and output. For
example, it Is possible and easy to connect a
database program with Arexx support to Apache with
the help of AREXX scripts. The Amiga Apache http
server project is run by Jeff Shepherd who has made
the port, Bert Vortman, maintainer of the Amiga
Apache binary & source distribution, the homepage
and the documentation and Brett Burridge who maintains the FAQ, Thorsten Hiddessen, Robert Ramiega
and Erik Synnes who are running a mirror site and
many beta-testers. Ben Vortman, maintainer of the
Apache Homepage. Here Is a selection of a list of
new features that Amiga Apache supports:
http://www.dsdelft.nl/-apache.
Selection of new features.
Optional Spelling Correction module
This optional module corrects frequently occurring
spelling errors in document names requested from
the server. This includes the correction of miscapitalized requests (as was available in a separately
available mod_speling module as of Apache 1.1 already) but extends spelling correction to single inserted, omitted, transposed or mistyped characters.
This catches the majority of mistyped requests. To
make use of this module, it must be enabled in the

16

Better Logging for Proxy Connect Errors
In Apache 1.2 and earlier, when the proxy had difficulty connecting to a system it would log the error
but no details, It now includes the IP address and
port to which it couldn't connect.
Enhanced SSI String Comparisons
The string-based server-side include (581) flowcontrol directives provided by mod include now include comparison for less-than (c), less-than-orequal (>), and greater-than-or-equal (>_). Previously
comparisons could only be made for equality or inequality.
Sortable Directory Listings
If a directory listing is displayed using Fancylndexing,
clicking on a column title will now sort the listing in
order by the values In that column. Selecting the
column repeatedly will toggle between ascending
and descending order. This feature can be disabled
with the SuppressColumnSorting IndexOptions keyword.
New "Magic" MIME-typing module
A new module, the optional mad mime magic, has
been added. It uses "magic numbers and other hints
from a file's contents to figure out what the contents
are. It then uses this information to set the file's
media type, if it cannot be determined by the file's
extension.
Support for Directory Icon Sizing
The mod autoindex module provides listings of directory contents when appropriate. If the Fancylndexing
option Is enabled, each file in the list is preceded by
an Icon representing the content type. In earlier versions of Apache, the HTML IMG tags for these icons
weren't sized, so the browser had to wait until the
images were loaded before it could lay out the page.
With 1.3, the IndexOptions directive has two new
keywords which allow you to control whether presized IMG tags are used. This can substantially
speed up the display of large directory listings.
Page 33
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Our
Thanks
goes to

The SMD-100 is a VideoCD and MPEG-1 decoder from HiSoft Systems.
Once connected to a SCSI CD-ROM, the SMD-100 will produce high
quality, full-motion video when plugged into any suitable monitor.
Our congratulations go to Wolfgang Ammashell of Fairfield in NSW
You are the lucky winner of the SMD-100.
We will be wrapping It up in some nice Christmas paper and
sending It by courier so you can put It under your Christmas tree.

mitech
for
Donating
this
excel lent
Prize
Value
$450

Byte One Computers
Phone (03) 9752 3991
Mobile 015 316 147
Fax (03) 9752 3959
Email gordon@ozramp.net.au

New Items
Blizzard 1230
$ 299
Blizzard 1260
$ 929
Cybervision 64/3D4Mb $ 439
Scandoubler
$ 199
Ariadne Ethernet
$ 449
Sony 12XSCSI CDROM $ 295
Big Red Adventure
Trapped2
Testament
Turbo Print Pro 5.0

$44.95
$49.95
$44.95
$ 110

Used Items
A4000, Scan2X, 17"
Real3D V2
Bars & Pipes Pro
Vista Pro
Morph Plus
Frontier Elite II
H Grand Prix

$ Call
59
1
$ 29
$ 25
$ 25
$ 19
$ 19

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

CyberstormPPC 604e
Choose from 150 180 or 200MHz. Call for latest pricing.
Discounts on UW SCSI cables and convertors apply
for purchasers of PPC boards through Byte One
Al 200(1) BllzzardPPC -MId December
Blizzard 603e+ in either 160, 200 or 250MHz with
040/25, 060/50MHz. 2 simm sockets and Fast SCSI II
built in. Graphics board direct slot for BVisionPPC.
Coming January
Myst, Foundation, Draw Studio, NetConnect2,
Fusion2, Storm C 2.0 Pro, Storm Wizard,
Storm PPC AddOn, Art Effect 2.0 with PowerUP Effects
Pagestream 3.3, Catweasel, Budda + more
CybervisionPPC and BVIsIonPPC -Coming Soon
For latest prices or to place an order please call.
E&OE

The DraCo Vision is a turnkey
nonlinear editing system
manufactured by MacroSystem
GmbH in Germany, and
distributed in Australia by DraCo
Systems Australia.
From a hardware perspective,
DraCo Vision is a purpose-built
computer based on the Motorola
68060 chip and the Amiga
operating system with a high
bandwidth, video bus known as
the DraCo Direct bus. This bus,
based on the Motorola 32-bit local
bus, has an astonishing real-world
bandwidth of more than
30MB/sec. (Most PCI bus
systems max out at around 6 or
7MB/sec. in the real world.) This
means that the Vision could
actually process uncompressed
video from a fast enough RAID,
but the video quality is already so

good at 4:1 compression that this
seems like a waste of disk space.
The video board delivers CCIR
601, 720x576 at rates above
4MB/sec., the output is virtually
indistinguishable from the original
video, and the system provides
on-board, CD quality audio which
is locked to the video.The DraCo
Vision doesn't allow dropped
video frames. MacroSystem
managed to completely sidestep
the audio sync and dropped frame
problems which persist in some
other systems in this price range.
The Vision's proprietary editing
software, MovieShop 4, allows
very fast editing and virtually
unlimited stacks of video, audio,
and effects operators. You could
conceivably composite 20
streams of moving video, each
with individual effects and motion
control and 30 channels of audio.
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Extremely complex After Effectstype compositions can be created
in the timeline, with rendering
times comparable to and
sometimes faster than-After
Effects on a Power Mac. All
transition effects and titles must
be rendered and cuts are played
back In real-time. Many transitions
render amazingly fast, since the
JPEG-to-RGB conversion of each
frame Is handled by hardware: a
one-second dissolve, for example,
takes about 30 seconds to render.
32-bit titling with numerous
options is provided by a thirdparty program, Monument
Designer, which ships with the
Vision. Many Amiga programs,
including LightWave, ImageFX
and many others will run just fine
on the DraCo Vision. Other Amiga
programs (such as Scala) which
directly access the Amiga's AGA
custom chips will not. 99% of
Amiga
todays
modern
applications are CyberGFX and
68060 aware, making them
compatible with the DraCo Vision.
MovieShop 4.6 is the same
software that runs on the Amiga
with a Vlab Motion as the Full
DraCo. On the DraCo, MovieShop
allows access to very large
RAIDS, permitting the production
of long broadcast quality
programs up to 2000Gb or 2Tb in
size. On PC based non-linear
systems the AVI limit is still only
2Gb1 A machine control and
timecode option is available
to control most RS-232 and
RS-422 VTR's. This
Timecode/Machine control
card will work in the Amiga
with Viab Motion. This will
allow you to build a project
on a Vlab Motion in off-line
or low quality, and then take
the tapes and your
MovieShop project to a
DraCo studio for them to do

MovieShop 4.6 for Amiga and DraCo.

1s
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an on-line or High quality version.
This will breathe a bit more life
into your Vlab Motion. A FireWire
interface based on Sony's DVBK1 hardware codec board can be
integrated into the DraCo Vision
which will allow DV (Digital Video)
I/O, converting DV directly to the
DraCo M JPEG format, and
allowing finished programs to be
output directly back to DV. This is
the FIRST FireWire interface for
the AmigaOS.

FlreWIre/DV In/out board for DraCo

XLR audio connectors, BNC
composite video connectors, and
component video I/O. If the
breakout box Is built as well as
the Draco Wheel, it will round out
a solid, professional system.

Wheelln' Around

The DraCo Wheel is a Jog/shuttle
wheel which controls most
digitizing and trimming operations
in MovieShop. The wheel will
work in both the Amiga with Vlab
Motion and the DraCo. My Initial
reaction to the Wheel was that It
was a bit of a toy, despite its solid
feel. I rapidly changed my mind,
though, and found myself
automatically using it most of the
time. The heavy jog-shuttle wheel
responds beautifully, allowing you
to whiz quickly through long
scenes or move carefully frameby-frame. The buttons are large
and heavy duty. Less durable
were the Vision's audio and video
connectors, which seemed quite
flimsy. Video I/O is currently
composite and Y/C. However,
DraCo Systems promises a
breakout box providing balanced

TEch MEdIA

For more info on upgrades and
New Effects for Vlab and
MovieShop as well as DraCo info
Contact Norman at TechMedia
PH (02) 9526 7880
FAX (02) 9526 7881
http://www.techmedia.zip.com.au
32/65 Capt. Cook Drive.
Taren Point, Sydney, NSW, 2229

Amiga Digital Video Experts
Ph. (0218528 7880 Fax. (0218528 7881

Unit 32, 88 Captain Cook Odra, Cadngbah,1819, 2229

raC

Casablanca Is a complete digital non-linear video
editing system that delivers the power,
functionality, and capability of a high-end
professional nonlinear system at a fraclion of the
cost. Casablanca provides the data rate and
picture quality required for MInIDV and Beta SP
video, and can also be used with S-VHS, HI-8, ar
VHS equipment

Can
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Imagine a world of video editing with full digital specifications, variable
compression, and powerful editing software designed for video
professionals. Imagine an affordable nonlinear editor you can own
yourself without asking your bank's permission. Imagine D1 quality,
50-field video, CCIR 601 resolution, and unsurpassed video at 3:1
compression. DraCo's vision of affordable editing is here today...and
it's real. The DraCo Vision Workstation Is an Amiga based turnkey
digital video nonlinear Finishing system built specifically for nonlinear
editing. It's low priced, powerful, and
doesn't pretend to be anything it's not. Run
your existing Amiga software under the
DraCo s CyberGFX and AmigaOs 3.1
implementation. It's all here in one system.
tomorrow's thinking, todays reality.
op+

DraCo Yamn

Cali to arrange an appointment for a
hands-on demonstration.

a tape
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Optional
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ArtEffeet 2.0
Powerful image processing and
Naturel Paint Program_

AE PowerUP"-Effects

P_ W€R
DraveStudio 2.0

Special Effects take lull advantage of Advanced Stmcturad Drawing and
Phases Pow erur-Boards.
Design Program.

AF Super View
43 Loade¢ ana Saverslor 44-Effect

Tornado 3D
HOA New 3D animation Program _

Ladles and Gentlemen, Dear Madame, Dear Sir, Dear Amiga friends
The past has shown that there exists a market for Amiga which we can also see at the fair here in
Cologne. In 1993 them were 45,000 visitors at the Fair in Cologne, 1995 already 65,000 visitors an this
year we expect more than 70,000 visitors. Those figures are quite respectable and it shows the big faith
and the enormous community spirit towards Amiga. Of course these figures are containing interested
people from the PC market Today I will tie up to my speech of last year, in which I said: Due to the current situation, we do not have a fair booth this year. But I'm very optimistic to attend the exhibition in
Cologne with an own fair booth in 1997"
'Amiga is indestructible - Amiga is alive!"
This, my dear friends, was the end of my speech last yew.
And at that time I was already cors inced to have a comeback and that's why I'm here today, I'm the
living evidence. In my speech already quoted above, I said those days: Nye are looking for further potential Investors." We don't give up. We will see what's going to happen." Glance backward in the past of
Amiga and compare Amiga with other companies. Than you will ask yourself:
How many companies exist which survived two bankruptcies?
How many brands survive two bankruptcies?
And all this in times in which no new products exist or are developed.
And in times in which nobody believes in the future of our brand.
But Amiga Is still there. Amiga is alive
The development must go on faster and more specifically with Amiga too. Many professional developers,
but even private tinkerers have meanwhile developed a few good ideas for Amiga. We all, from Amiga,
are open for all new ideas. We have already made a new start. A new start with the support of a company which believes In the future of Amiga - Gateway 2000.
But who is 'Gateway 2000"? Gateway 2000 is a large and solid American enterprise with more than
10,000 employees world wide. 1998 Gateway sold more than 1.9 million PCs. The turnover amounted to
5 billion US dollars. The net profit was 250 million US dollars after tax. In the United States Gateway
2000 belongs to 500 biggest companies. Gateway 2000 has already awarded many prizes for their product range and their services. This shows what a great potential Is behind AMIGA International, Inc. The
policy of Gateway 2000 for Amiga Is: °Amiga International" is supposed to operate independent on the
market As Independent as possible For that purpose AMIGA International will be supported by Gateway
2000 wherever it is useful and synergies can be made.
Our strategy, the strategy of AMIGA International has three cornerstones!
Supporting the existing Amiga community
Leveraging the existing Amiga technology through licensing
Assisting in developing new products based on open standards to the
home computer and video/graphics market.
Let me explain the above mentioned goals. The support of our Amiga users was already in past one of
our cornerstone. Even in times when Amiga worked under sequestration, Amiga succeeded almost
always our customers advice and help. In future we will not change this policy, much mare, we will
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enforce the support. Our second cornerstone are the license agreements. Wherever it is sensible and
possible, we will reach license agreements. Sensible and possible means: We reach only license
agreements with companies if it is of advantage to Amiga users and to the market, the Amiga technology
remains compatible and the licensee grants to pull in one direction with Amiga. Presently we reached 17
license contracts about soft and hardware.
The third cornerstone is the development of new Amiga models and to upgrade the existing Amiga
products. As you may know, Amiga has nothing developed for years. But new products are essential to
exist in a dynamic market. For the development of new products, we need time. Time and money. Money
which was not always available in the past few years, but with Gateway 2000 we are have found a solid
basis. We have founded a company which is responsible for Research and Development. The name is
Amiga Inc., a wholly owned company of Gateway 2000. Amiga Inc. is situated in Sioux City close to
Gateway 2000.. The tasks of AMIGA International, Inc and Amiga Inc. are clear defined. Amiga Inc.
develops products and AMIGA International, Inc. is responsible for sales and marketing world wide and
for the settlement of license contracts.
We already started with some new developments. We hope to be able to present a new product for
Christmas 1998. This will be a Computer between PC and Game machine. Which means a Computer,
Game Machine, TV, Settop-Box, TVD and Internet access device all in one device. If you think about that
an Amiga OS which doesn't need more than a one Megabyte Ram, than you see that our preconditions
are nearly perfect. Our Amiga has a extraordinary good relation towards price and efficiency. The advantages of Amiga are the Operating System. This has been proven in the past, and the future will show the ill
same. Prices for new developments will approximately range from 250 to 800 US dollar
What concerns the software, we are planning to put the new Operating System 3.5 onto the market,
hopefully in Spring 1998. In Winter 1998 we estimate to present further upgrades. The image and the
product position of Amiga is still very good. And on this we built. So, why resign of something which has
shown its efficiency in the past time of crisis and without Amiga wouldn't have survived on the market.
We don't want to invent the wheel again, but we will do our best to develop Amiga on a high standard.
Therefore we will find and look for co-operations. We will serve our customers honest and open minded.
We will outsource services and we will look for new distributors And we will try to operate with only a few
employees.

~

Ladies and Gentlemen, last year Amiga did not participate with a booth, but this year you will find us in
building 11.1 booth number D42. Our booth has approx. 200 square yards, and everybody is kindly invited to visit us. Before my closing words, I would like to thank a certain group very very much. It is the
group of Amiga Magazines I'm talking about. Thank you for the support in the past years and especially
within the difficult years of bankruptcy. Thank you again for that.
Please allow me some final words. I think I can tell you with clear conscience that my last confidential
words of the year before, came already true. Today I had the great pleasure again to stand here and to
talk to you about our future plans coming up in the next few years and I'm convinced that we will meet
each other several times within the next
years and we will be still saying:
Amiga is indestructible - Amiga is alive
My personal opinion is: Amiga has a bright future ahead!
Thank you for being here
Petro Tyschtschenko
AMIGA International, Inc.
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ABit Of Fun

Make your own Amiga palmtop Computer

MVB Compilers, in business for over 10 years.

Amiga CD-ROM's
Contact us for a free catalogue and
price list on an extensive collection of
Amiga CD-ROM's including the Aminet
series, Weird Science titles, 3D objects
and more.

PowerUp
Phase 5 Pare PC Cards are now avaiable, all for information and pricing.

CD-ROMs
We have a large range of Amiga COs in stock includng the ever poplar AmiNet
sapa and can hep you connecta CD-ROM drive to your Amiga.

Hard Drives

LightWave Resources

We on Pad & configure hard dora in al Amiga systems.

We are now distributing a range of
LightWave books by Alan Chan and
magazines including LightWavin and
NewTekniques. We also carry the Light
ROM series of object discs.

Second-Hand Amigas & Peripherals

Creations Multimedia Software P/L
PO Box 622,
Market Street,
Melbourne VIC 8007

Free-Freight

From A500s to M000s, from a Dig-W Gold to the Opaldsion Video Sure we
have supplied and cont to supply gusty secondhand Amiga equipment.

Internet
Westocksofware arch asTermite RP. 'Bnwse, Maori. Currently we have instoc
33.6K Simple Modems, these are made in Australia and have a five year warren
and are priced at $169.

Every order we receieve *Inch totale $100 or more will be sent to you at no eM fia

Magazines
CU Amiga with CD & Amga Format with CD. both are airmailed to us ewy month
Call to resew, your copy today. We also stock 1ightWa - a magazine dedicated
to LightWave.

TeL (03) 9650 1764
Fax: (03) 9650 1592

Digital Cameras
In stock now is the new Digital Camera from Say, called the Mala. That makes
the camera unique is d vanes the photograph images tea buy in 3.5' disk dad
The camera stores the images as standard 640x4801PEG Ma on a standard
MS-DOS format ask (You can access MS-DOS format disks easily using
%naw sh aI and above) If pure interested in Digital Photography otl n now
for a demonstrators.

E-mail: info@ceations.com.au
Dealer enquiries

welcome.

THE
AMIGA
DIMENSION

VinTC0NP

96 Bentinck St, Bathurst, 2795

Ph. (063) 322611 Fax. (063) 322623

YOUR
AMIGA
DEALER

'The Latest, For The Greatest'
Mail Order Software and Hardware,
New and some used, Distributor for Vulcan,
ClickBoom and Sadeness Software.
Plus many more titles,
call to have a free catalogue sent to you!
"" Stranger Out Now AGA CD ****
Coming soon
MYST, Foundation and OnEscapee

The Amiga Dimension
44 Stradbroke Street
Biggers Waters OLD 4216
Ph (07) 55288125 Fax (07) 55376626
Dealer enqu'rles welcome

SINCE 1989
WEST OF THE MOUNTAINS
IN NEW SOUTH WALES
a

:
e

ONLY AMIGA
SOLD HERE
WE SPECIALISE IN AMIGAS
FOR HOME AND SCHOOL

Hardware, Software, Service

Seasons Greetings & Best wishes to all our customers .
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Best of AII....AMIGA's superb operating

POINT OF SALE
SOFTNARE FOR
ALL AMIGA's
AUSTRALIAN
RRITTEN BY
Neil McKnight

System , Does NOT Require Windows ®I!

A1200*

MS* 4*

9 Great Software Titles

$399

The A1200 comes with
Woodworth V4SE Word Pro
Digita Datastore V1.1
Digits Organiser V1.1
Digita Print Manager 1.2 Turbocalc V3.6 Spreadsheet
Personal Paint V6.4
Photogenics Vl.
Whizz & Pinball Mania
SCALA MM for TV & Video work
and we also add on extra useful utilities (But No Steak Knives)
Including Sales Tax *

Vie

$1,299

Full 12 months Australian warranty.
AMIGA DOS 3.1 mining the very latest operating system ... Workbench 3.1 !
Ir I~
Available from and totally supported by your friendly local totally Dedicated AMIGA dealer•

Pty- Ltd.
( STILL THE ONLY Totally AMIGA dealer left still running from 1985 1) We DO NOT DO I.B.M. Clones)
Showroom & Service 813 Tummul Place , ST. ANDREWS . Sydney. N.S.W. 2566
Established 1978 A.C.N 003 864 042
Ph: (02) 9820 3555

IJNITECH ELECTRONICS

Sales - In-house NEW Amiga Chips Also in stock
$CALL
H.60402 Speakers 240W.PMP
$99
H.10880 XVI Floppy Drive
$165
1.00500400DPI ..Mouse
$69
H.00288 Maestro 28.8 modem
$495
DKB Cobra 33 A1200 Acellerator $299
SIMMS SIMMS SIMMS SIMMS.. $Call
100 Disk capacity Disk boxes..
$9.95
PAGESTREAM3
$399
A1200 HARDWARE - MADE BY US
C.012203.5'HD extra Kit
$54
0.01250 SX-1 intnl 2.5'
$31
C.0128040w Longer IDE H/D cable $71
ALL ABOVE CABLES ARE COPYRIGHT 01992
C.00929 9M - 9 F Extension
$29
C.68184 SCART with stereo.leads
$59
C.02384 23F-RCA only
$29
C.15923 1513M-23F/wit LOGIC
$59
MULTISYNC MONITOR ADAPTERS
A.02329 23F to 9 F with LOGIC
$40
MONITOR SWITCH BOXES There are
PRINTER CABLES FROM 1.8M - 20 M
C.02536 5 metres
$10
REMOVABLE HARD DRIVE CASE S
VARIOUS EXTENSION CABLES
C.92525 modem 350mm
$18
C.72525 Null modem 2.M
$21
0.68166685051-685051
$89
SCSI (STD SCSI-1) CABLES
C.5555550F IDC x 3
$17
C.57825 50F Cent to DB25M.Sgid
$49
C.40240 40 IDC-40 IDC x2
$22
C.12525 Vidi 12 Exm Cable
$36
H.58506 IDE HD 850MB
$call
SEAGATE 3.5°113E hard drives
1.06 Gig 2.531G 3.1 GIG
$call

Servicing & Repairs - Upgrades - Sales
H.00003 Kickboard Plus 3 R/Share
$49
H.12240 UK Speakers 80W RMS $159
H.80880 Chinon 880K IntFloppy
$165
1-1.12002 A1200 real time clock
$49
C.12000 A2000 K/B xm cable
$15
DKB Cobra 40 A1200 Acellerator.. $359
Monitor Screen Glass Filter
from $25
FINALWRITER 5..
$189
Australian Geographical Encyclopaedia Atlas
C.01200 Dual HD Cable..
$39
0.012302.5'+3.5' HD Kit
$59
C.01280 2.5' 40mm cable
$27
C.03020 reverse 2.5' kit
$65
BEWARE OF CHEAP IMITATION CORES
C.23984 9F-23F 1084$..
$29
C.15066 15DM - Video-6 BNC..
$29
0.62384 6DIN-23F 1084$
$29
$29
C.1522315DM23F
A.02315 23Fto 15 D with LOGIC
$40
ANALOG JOYSTICK ADAPTERS
31 Types of monitor switch box from $99
$8
C.36525 1.8metres
0.1253610 metres
$18
$39.95
Removable hard drive kits ..IDE
0 23223 23M-23F 12M
$19
C.25999 S X-1 modem
$18
SCSI-2 CABLES
C.50050 50MCen-50MCen
$49
0.509255OMCen-25MD .
$19
C.50665 50 F IDC x 2 t 50 Cent
$39
25WAY, 34WAY, 40 WAY IOCS
0.34040 401DC-40 IDCx3
$29
A1200 25' IDE HARD DRIVE
IDE HD 1.3 GB.Format.& setup..
$385
CALL -INC tax Pricing to hot to print !
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE TO SUIT >

H.00512 1/2 Meg A500 Exp
$89
1.00400 AMIGA Combat. mouse
$39 .
H.44425 4 way Data Sw/Box
$45
H.12024 VIDI 24RT 24 BIT
$449
A.I. 3.1 ROM UPGrade
Scull
DKB FERRET SCSI for Cobra
$169
DS HD 1.76MB 10 Disks
$9.95
P.C.Task-4..NOW IN STOCK n
$109
oCD..A2000.$99.ior .CD32.A1200..$89.95
C.01210 3.591D intnl Kit..
$51
0.01240 SX-1 rdn13.5' Kit...
$59
0.01270 3.5'(x 2) xml kit
$65
Directory Opus 5.5
$149
ALL MONITOR CABLES ARE MADE BY US
C.015099M-15DF
$2
C.92384 9M - 23F 10845
$29
C.1521515DM-15DFXTN.
$35
C.90003 9DMitsubishi-23F Logic
$59
A.15023 23F to 15 F No Logic
$35
A00159. PC to Amiga J/S
$29
POLAROID DS/DD 880K Disks
$8.95
C. 005363.0 metres
$9
0.20536 20 metres
$33
Removable hard dnve kis SCSI ....$39.95
C.25225 25M-25F 12M
$19
C.62525 Pamet +Disk.3.M
$27
C.5252025MD-501-1i-D
$69
C.50750 50MHi-D -50MCen
$69
0.50555 50 F x2->50MCen
$19
0.5088550 F Cent-50 IDC
$39
0.12525 25 MD-25MD.Rib
$39
04034034way IDC x 3
$20
SEAGATE IDE DRIVES FOR AMIGA's
H.73201 IDE HD 2.1GB
$cell
YAMAHA TOP CDROM BURNERS seal!
<PRICED FROM $24. A real top bargain)

Many tides are arriving weekly Call to place your name on our mail 8 phone into list - don miss out! ASK FOR YOUR FREE 34 page Blue
CATALOGUE, SIMPLY CALL AND WE'LL POST YOU ONE ....FREE!! A4000-040 ACTUALLY IN STOCK $4599 AMIGA's are with bonus
software bundles Rent 3 yrs 100% tax deductible business Plan and at the end of the rental period buy it for 5%! Wow! and also we have AVCO
Finance available . WE CAN TAILOR A PACKAGE TO SUR YOU . FINANCE ARRANGED APPROVALS DONE IN 8 HOURS WITH AVCO FINANCE.
POSWIZI ..POINT OF SALE USING YOUR AMIGA up to 32000 Unes of stock-...POSWIZ $399 ( SEE FULL REVIEW SEPT 95 ISSUE OF THE NOW
DEFUNCT AGAR.)
Pack of 3100 M 21PDisks
$65 or $22 each
RAM SIMS tram $56 -to - $389 E.&.O.E.

Please note our due to the ovedoad of service AMIGA work that is building up there will be at least 30-35 days backlog before we can start to service equipment

International Customers dial rae
^
. +++ 61 2 9820 3555 9am -5pm E.S.T.
International Fax Customers dial FAX +++ 61 2 9603 8685 FAX 24 hours
Serving The Commodore & AMIGA' Community How long ? Since 1983/9985
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AMIGA
The Productivity Machine !

THE INTERNET SOFTWARE
$99
I-BROWSE BROWSER
TERM
PGM
$79
TERMITE TCPALL CABLES - CONNECTIONS
HARD-DRIVES - ALL MODEMS
SEAGATE HARD-DRIVES
SOFTWARE MOUSE - MONITORS- D.K.B. COBRA 33 & 40 .

•

~
FERRET-SCSI-$169
SCALA MM400 $399 .
LIGHTWAVE 3 $1179
LIGHTWAVE 5 $1950
THE PRODAD SERIES
OF FINE IMAGERY SOFTWARE , WE ALSO
STOCK A LARGE VARIETY OF GAMES
FOR A500 A1200 - CD32 & UPWARDS
REAL MAINS SURGE PROTECTORS
UPS'S UNINTERUPTABLE POWER SUPPLIES

'Ar*,.
SHOP
ovMeiL

Rental-Leasing Available

$1299
v.lia,N,.,.

,

* Fair*

Christmas~-~qm.c•s~,

VISA

b,
.r wco.0
• ;
'LJ
Ij

-I,_~
_~

AVCOV

UNITECH C91rzvEAR RAM
ELECTRONICS *00,86
Pty. Ltd.

( Established 1978)

(02) 9820 3555

'

4 32

FRX:(02) 9603 8685
MOBILE: 04 1943 7995

~
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"Please Help"
Josh Daniel
Hi I have a A1200, 8meg, WB3.0,
Blizzard 1220 accelerator.
Problem: I am trying to fit an additional 420MB (2.5") hard drive Into
my A1200 (I already have a 40MB
but need more space!) I have a
dual hard drive cable. Could you
please give me any information
about fitting a 2nd hard drive into
an A1200.

Hi Daniel
The A1200 is not designed to
have two harddrives mounted in
the case, but it can be done.
Please note this will void any warranty. By removing the RFshielding, this will provide sufficient
space to mount a second 2.5'
drive on top of your current 40mg
drive. The most important point is
to ensure that no electronic component is accidentally grounded.
Use a thin piece of hardened
plastic - the type you find on the
top of shirt boxes is best - to
provide insulation between the
two drives. To secure the drives,
double-sided mounting tape will
suffice. A small piece of foam
secured to the top drive will
provide a snug fit when the lid is
replaced. Make sure that one
drive is set as a master and the
second as a slave by the small
jumpers on the side of the drive.
The only other area of concern
you may have is compatibility not all 2.5' drives work well with
the A1200. Best bet is to contact
your local Amiga dealer to confirm
this. Best of luck.
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I also have an A500 which has a
loose fitting with the power cord
connection. Could you please give
me a solution to this. (My temporary solutions such as sitting a
brick on top of the cord didn't help
the problem). Thankyou.
Unless you are proficient with a
soldering iron, it would be best to
take it to your nearest service
centre to have the power connector in your A500 replaced.
After time, they have the tendency
to become triose.

its controller board. Again, your
Amiga dealer will be able to
supply the chips for you.
Installation is pretty much straight
forward.
These two upgrades will give you
the desired affect, but please
note, much of the software which
is coming out now, really requires
2 meg of chip ran? and around 4
meg of fast ram. You might consider it time to move to a A1200.

Dear AAG Please Help
Dear AAG
I have an A500, WB 1.3 and 1
meg ram and M90 harddrive. I
would like to be able to run some
of the new programs.
Andrew Day

Hi Andrew
lb run any of the new software,
you will need to upgrade your
system by firstly replacing your
ROMS. Head down to your
nearest Amiga dealer and pick up
a 3.1 ROM Kit. Currently they are
selling for around $195.00.
All the instructions are included in
the box to achieve the task Just
be careful to make sure you fit the
ROM chip the right way around.
Stage two of your upgrade will
require more memory. The A590
harddrive has space to add an
additional 2 meg of Fast Ram to

I have an A2000 with 10848 monitor that I purchased 2nd hand. A
number of the programs when
started make the display on the
screen go crazy. I can pick up
some of the colours so I know the
program is working, but not much
else. The computer originally had
a multisync monitor, but the previous owner kept it.
Peter Wilson

Dear Peter
The best solution to your problem
would be to reinstall the offending
programs. It is most likely that the
programs have been set to run in
double PAL or one of the high res
modes available to owners of multisync monitors, and will cause the
symptoms you have mentioned
when run on the standard
Commodore monitor. The only
other way around this problem
would be to locate the specific
preference file used by the pro-
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"Please Help" !
gram and delete it. This will
cause the program to start up
using its internal default settings.
From there you can go into the
program and save your own
desired settings. Please note, if
you are not really sure what you
are doing, best to find someone
who knows their way around the
CU to do the changes for you.

Dear AAG Please Help
I have a A1200 which 1 want to
connect to the internist. I live in a
country area and our local service
provider seems to know nothing
other than PC and MAC and tells
me that my computer is not compatible with their system. I know a
lot of Amiga people are on the
net, so what he says can't be true.
Can you help.
Gail Thompson

vice providers - it is not a perfect
world. Failing that, there are a
number of good instructional
videos that come complete with
intemet software (demo versions)
that will take you step-by-step
through the process. Best of luck
Gail and send us an email when
you arrive in cyberspace.

Dear AAG
I have an A1200 and find some of
the games I love will not run on it,
but work on my friend's identical
A1200. I have tried everything I
can to get them to work on my
machine, but without success.
T. Andrews

Dear T
It is likely you have one of the
A1200$ with the modified PC
floppy drives. These drives work
happily with productivity software,
but have problems with a number
of NDOS games. The reason
being that many of these games
look for a certain signal from the
floppy drive which is absent from
the above said drives.
If you have access to the net, a
number of DIY files are around to
instruct you regarding a modification to your drive. Please note,
this does require the ability to use
a soldering iron. Good luck.

Hi Gail.
You are right and your service
provider is wrong. The Internet if
anything is more UNIX, but is considered by those in the know as
being generic (non platform
specific). The Amiga has a
number of TCP stacks available to
allow you to connect to the net. I
would recommend MIAMI because it is the easiest to configure. The three pieces of information you need to get from
your service provider am: (1) the
phone number to connect to their
server; (2) your user name and
password; (3) the type of protocol
used, the most common now is
PPP (Point to Point Protocol).
Your next step is to turn on the
computer and your modem and
follow the installation instructions
with MIAMI. It will negotiate a
connection with your service
provider and obtain all the information required from the other
computer. Please note, the above
solution works with 99.9% of ser-
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Did you know that
you can write to
Please Help"
on the net ?
Our address is
www.pnc.com.au/mother/help.html
27

We at AAG understand the
important role Amiga User
Groups play in keeping the Amiga
alive. Below is a list of user
groups we have contacted. If
there are any groups we have
missed (believe us, there are a
few) please contact AAG so we
can include them in this list.

New South Wales
Amiga Creative Enthusiasts
Location: Illawarrah Yacht Club
Frequency: 4th Wednesday of the month
Contact: Brian Gale (Secretary)
Phone: 042 752 493
Mall: 16 Cowper St, Port Kembla 2505
Amiga Graphic Artists Special Interest
Group
Unit 13, 63 Flora St, Kirrawee 7237
Frequency: 4111 Sunday of the month
Time: 01:00pm
Membership: Free
Contact Michael Williamson (President)
Phone: 02 9545 4572
Email: wlllie@accom.au
Mail: Unit 19. 63 Flora St, Kirrawee 2232
Commodore Hornsby User Group Inc.
Location: St Leo's College, Waolcott Ave,
Wahroonga
Frequency: 4th Wednesday of the month
Time: 07:30pm
Membership: $6 (Joining), $24 (Annual)
Contact: Ian Sim (Secretary)
Phone: (02) 9458 3395
Email: I.sin@compasssnet.com.au
PO Box 1578, Hornsby Northgate 2077
East Coast Amiga Inc.
Location: Niagra Park Public School Library
Frequency: 2nd and 4th Friday of the
month
Time: 08:OOpm (doom open at 07:30pm)
Membership:
Contact: Tony Drieman (President)
Phone: 02 9985 9319
Mail: PO Box 344, Gosford, 2250
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Muswellbrook Combined Computer
Group
Location: Red Cross Hall
Frequency: 2nd Saturday of the month
Time: 07:30pm
Membership: $5 (Joining), $10 (Annual)
Contact: Wanye Millard (President)
Phone: 065 41 1024
Mail: PD Box 648, Muawellbrook, 2333

Australian Capital Territory

Mutual Amiga Computer Enthusiasts
Location: Beresfield Bowling Club
F eq e cy. 1st d 3rd Wednesday of the
month
Time: 07:30pm
Membership: $10 (Annual)
Contact: Ken Woodward (President)
Phone: 049 523 770 (ah), 049 675 286 (bh)
Mail: 59 Cantley Ave, New Lambton, 2305
Southern Sydney Commodore User
Group
Location: Scout Hall Connelly St,
Penshurst (Behind the Penshurst RSL)
Frequency: Every 2nd Monday
Time: 08:00pm
Membership: $20 (Annual)
Contact Steve Perry (President)
Phone: 02 9528 6117
Mail: PO Box 217, Beverly Hills, 2209
Western Dletdet Amiga User Group
Location: Uniting Church of Australia, 15
Evan St, Penrith (Top Floor)
Frequency: 2nd and 3rd Thursday of the
month
Time: 07:OOpm till late
Membership: $20 (Annual) or $3
(Attendance)
Contact: Michael Gruber (Vice President)
Phone: 019 651 284
Email: mgruber@e.netau
Mall: PO Box 6260, Baulkhum Hits 2153
Tuggerah Lakes Computer User Group
Inc.
Location:.Berkeley Vale Public School
Frequency: 1st and 3rd Thursday of the
month
Time: 07:OOpm
Membership: $7 (Joining), $18 (Annual)
Contact: Darrell Kelman (President)
Phone: 043 321087
Fax: 043 321087
Mail: PO Box 659, Toudey 2263
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Canberra Amiga User's Society (CAUSe)
Location: Woden Town Centre Library
Frequency: 2nd Thursday of the month
Time: 07:30pm
Contact: Alex Cameron (Secretary)
Phone: 06 286 2963
Home Page:
www.spdt.com.au/-jamesm/CAUSe.hbnl
PO Box 596, Canberra City, ACT, 2601

Victoria
Amiga Users Group of Victoria
Location: Moorabbin Ms Centre Complex,
979 Nepean Highway, Moorabbin (cnr of
South Rd, near the station)
Frequency: 3rd Sunday of the month
Time: 02:00pm (doors open at 01:30pm)
Membership: $30 (Annual)
Contact: James Gar0lner
Phone: 03 9553 3828
Email: aug@gp.com.au
Home Page: httpj/www.aug.org.au/
Mall: POBox 198, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189
Central VIctoda Three Amiga*
Location: Seymour
Frequency: Once a month on Fridays
Time: 03:30pm
Membership: Free
Contact Randall Lasinl
Phone: 03 5792 2835
Email: suicyde@eck.netau
Home Page:
Iffip:thffiray.eck.net.au/-suicyde
Mall: C/O Seymour Post Office
North West Amiga User Group
Location: Moonee Ponds Community
Center
Frequency: 1st and 3rd Wednesday of the
month
Time: 08:OOpm
Membership: $25 (Annual)
Contact: Gregory Thomas
Phone: 03 9337 8788
Email: gdt@minyos.ils.rmf.edu.au
Home Page: N/A
Mail: 19 Mazy St, Essendon, Victoria 3040
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Tasmania

Queensland

Western Australia

Rockhampton Amiga User's Group
Location: Cresent Lagoon School
Frequency: 1st Saturday of the month
Time: 01:30pm
Membership: $20 (Annual)
Contact Robyn Plahn
Phone: 079 260 043
Emell: laceplahn@harveynorman.com.au
Mall: PO Box 848, Muswellbrook, 2333

Albany Amiga User Group
Location: Albany Vancouver Art Center
Frequency: fortnightly on Mondays
Time: 6.45pn to 10.15pm
Membership: $30 (Annual) or $3 per night,
free first visit
Contact David
Phone: 08 98412429
Email: Joey@albanyls.com.au
Home Page:
vrort.abarryls.com.au/-loey/amiga.Mml
Mall: 60 Leonora St Albany 8330

Bundaberg Commodore a Amiga
Computer User Group
Location: 14 Mlles St. Bundaberg 4870
Frequency: 1st Sunday of the month
Time: 12:30pm to 04 30pm
Membership: $24 (Annual), $1
(Attendance)
Contact Mr R Attwood
Phone: 071 529 215
Email: bdalton@l30.aone.00m.au
Mall: 14 Miles St, Bundaberg 4670

Tasmanian Commodore User's
Association
Location: 4 Cordella Court. Rosetta 7011
Frequency: 3rd Wednesday of the month
Time: 07:30pm
Membership: $25 (Full/family membership, discounts for students and pensionerss)
Contact David Roberts
Phone: 03 6273 0677
Email: fllllsch@netspace.net.au (Eric
Rllisch)
Mall: PO Box 873, Hobart GPO 7001

Amiga Users Group of Western
Australia
Location: SCurtn University
Frequency: Every Friday
Time: 07:30pm to 09:45pm
Membership: 120 to $50 (Annual, wring
for students and families)
Contact: Bill Sharpe-Smith (President)
Phone: 09 8362 3539
Faic0982792778
Email: amhar@crystal.com.au
Meil: PO Box 595, Cloverdale, WA 8105

AMIGA aailuô
A range of new and quality used

Hardware and Software items available.

This months specials:
NEC 4x SCSI CD-ROM drive
CyberSCSI card for CyberStorm acc
Neriki Genlock Model GL1189

—$140
—$200

—$600

Used Amiga items:
Microvitec 1438 Multisync monitor -$2 75
9 pin Dot Matrix printers
From -s 30
A500powersupplies
-$ 40
A500 512RB RAM cards
-$40
A520 RF Modulator's
-$ 30
A1200 s
From —$400
GVPIOER-tender
-$125
Used games - Over 100 in stock From - $ 15

826 Hunter St. T(ewr.astle 41kst,NSti1; 2302
Ozone: (02)49623222 5ax•02)49623583
E-9fgiG cd8t6®hunterPin.net.au

SIAMESE SYSTEM 2.5
Create the Ultimate Computer. Use Amiga, Mac' and
Windows 96/NT software all on one computer
at the same time. Access Mac and Windows hard
drives on the Amiga. Single Keyboard, Mouse, Monitor,
Printer, Modem and Clipboard. Use PC's Video, Sound
and MPeg card from the Amiga.
Access all Windows networked drives from the Amiga.
(3rd party software Shapeshifter or Fusion required).
$279

AMIGA NETWORKING
Files transfers at speeds between 300KB and 600KB
per second. Use Ethernet with the Siamese System to
provide unrivalled video speed on your Amiga.
Available for Amiga 1200/2000/3000/4000

$399
Computer Kingdom (Australia) Pty Ltd
Phone/Fax: (03) 9813-1630 (Julian or Peggie)
Address: PO Box 1042 Camberwell
AUSTRALIA VIC 3124
Email: zhulien@alphalink.com.au
Web: www.alphalink.com.au/-zhulien/CK.htm
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MOVIES
One of the biggest hassles with going to the movies
is deciding which movie to see and finding out where
it is showing and when. Now with the net, all you
have to do is type in Hoyts on any of the search
engines and b and behold you are presented with
details of what is showing where and when, plus the
added benefit of reviews, trailers, sound files and history about the making of each of your favourite
movies.

IS

EDGE
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THE DOLLAR

MUNCHIES
If you are feeling a bit peckish, you can always drop
into the Pizza Hut web site. Just type Pizza into one
of the search engines and you will be presented with
a menu of all the Pizza Hut favourites or choose from
a variety of Ingredients to make your own personalised mouth-watering pizza. Click on the button
and you'll have your pizza delivered to your door in
about 30 minutes. Unfortunately, this service is
localised and still not available In Australia. I ordered
a pizza from the States some three months ago and
It still hasn't arrived, and I bet It will be cold when it
gets here.
www.pizzahut.com
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With the constant plummeting rate of the Australian
dollar, it is handy to know the immediate exchange
rate between the Aussie dollar and foreign currencies; especially if you are about to place an order to
the U.K. for that Power PC card. There Is a great
variety of web sites that can provide you with these
details. My favourite is at 'www.dna.tth.se/cigbin/Iwrt/rates" where you are presented with two lists
of countries and It Is as simple as clicking on
Australia then clicking on the country you want the
exchange rate for - far simpler than trying to work it
out with a calculator.
THE TIME
Need to know the time anywhere in the world? Try
the 'World Time Clock" which displays the current
time to the minute of more than 200 countries. The
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Time can be found at
awww.stud.unit.no/USERBIN/steffentiverdensur.pl

TELEROBOT

operator, you can take control of the robot from any
visitor on the site. A nifty feature of this robot is the
ability to customise the user interface to your own
likes. This site is a definite must for the Christmas
holidays.

If surfing from web site to web site is becoming a bit
boring, you might like to try WebCams.

FISHCAM

A webcam is basically a video camera connected via
digitiser to a computer with permanent net access. A
picture is taken at regular intervals converts to a gif
or Jpeg then shoot on to the net.
One of my most favourite of the lot is TeleRobots.
These are single-armed robots controlled remotely.
The best of the lot we found at
"telerobot.mech.uwa.edu.au" at the University of
Western Australia. Because only one person can
control the robot at a time, sometimes you have to
wait in the queue to have a go, but it is well worth the
wait. While you are waiting you can always log in as
an observer and see how badly others are doing.
The TeleRobot at the university has four cameras
positioned to give you an excellent operational view.
The goal is to have the robot build a small structure
from childrens' play blocks. By entering the coordinates of the x, y and z axis and manipulating the
gripper, with a lot of patience, you can have the robot
build most any structure. If you register as an

The fishcam is the second oldest live camera site on
the web at www.netscape.com/fishcam The fishcam
may also be the most visited live camera site on the
web with an average daily number of hits at 90,000.
There are two physical cameras taking the pictures of
the fishtank, one is a standard Sony video camera
and the other is an SGI Indy-Cam. Both are connected to an SGI Indy workstation. Four times a
minute a picture is taken in SGI RGB image format
and transformed into a JPEG image. The JPEG is
then stored on our main web server for fast access
by you.

Control robot

Enter a set of moves S (example 'open z10 close z100 y7(1 open"):
or specify only the nextposidonSand orientation Oaf e gripper:
Gripper open: MX:

Relinquish control? DM

Y:

z

~

111111111111111

MN
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Welcome to the world of the
Internet Relay Chat or IRC for
short. It is a world whets almost
anythings possible, and - something which words alone cannot
give justice to, better experienced.
So Just what Is IRC?
IRO is made up of many
locations, some of which are
linked together and each location
is called a 'server'. People connect to these servers via their
computers in order to chat to
others in virtual 'rooms' (known as
channels) or send private messages to one another. People
connected to these servers can
come from anywhere from the
same house to the other side of
the world, and in general it costs
nothing more to chat to others
there than it does already cost
you for the same time you're connected to your Internet Service
Provider. IRC is multi-platform,
but its recognised by many a PC
and Macintosh owner that the
Amiga has the best of all available
IRC clients (the program used to
interface with the server) out
there, namely AmIRC (Available
from www.vapor.comlamirca.
Who uses IRC?
If you believed alot of the media
hype, you would say either that a:
the people you talk to aren't real.
b: everyone there is a geek (computer nerd) or c: are cult-starting,
bomb-making, murders.
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Cast all these misconceptions
aside the type of people you find
on IRC includes students, models
scientist, girlfriend,boyfriend and
the occasional cult-starting, bombmaking, murder. In summary
anyone you've spoken to off IRC
has a person just like them who
you can meet through IRC I And
just like the real world you have to
watch out for the nutcases out
there.
So where does a person chat?
Although there are many Amigarelated channels out there, the
best channel for Australian Amiga
users would have to be the
#AmigaZone channel found on
Oz.Org (www.oz.org) servers.
This channel over its history has
often surpass all the other Amiga
channel, in the number of people
using it at once, most of the
people being Australian Amiga
owners at that, along with an international flavour of users to
compliment. At times the channel
has had from 60-100 regulars a
day login. It also probably has had
the most female users of any
Amiga IRC channel.
The topics discussed in this channel really vary, and for those of
you who believe theres more to
life than Amigas, well so do the
users of this channel, infect
almost every subject imaginable
has been covered at some point
or another, except for conver-

sations about IBM clones, which
is left for people to chat about in
other clone related channels. You
don't necessarily have to own an
Amiga to join though, and as long
as you dont put down or abuse
the Amiga, you will be welcome
there.
Heres a description of the channel
as found on the channel's web
site: tFrom the ashes of #Amiga
oz.org, comes a new, improved,
politics free, AMIGA channel run
by Amiga fanatics. The main
objective is fun, and there are virtually no rules either! We welcome
any new visitors as long as you're
polite and respect the Amiga, or if
you're female, well accept you
also ;). So come visit us some
time, any day, we're not always
around, but when we're around
theres many of us regulars to be
found hanging around,'
In the channel you can also get
assistance to do with any Amiga
related topic, catch up on the
latest Amiga gossip, find out the
latest Amiga news, but anything
to do with Amiga piracy is strictly
forbidden.
Some of the folks you may meet
on #AmigaZone are: Amiganut,
Amoeba, Bean,Bladez, Catch,
Cyberwlf (thats me), Drizzt, Falcon,
Fastlane, Himtay, KingGuppy, Krista!,
Obi, Provider, Orko, Oysta, Matte,
Pen, Prowler, Rebel, Senc, Souri,
Tasmaniac, Welp , ZarSon
As wlerd and wonderful as the
names may sound Channel
AmigaZone is made up of people
from diverse backgrounds. A wide
variety of Amiga users who come
from all over, of different ages and
of different professions, but when
it comes down to it #AmigaZone
is just a place for all of us to hang
out and enjoy ourselves and chat
about whatever just happens to
come up.
Please drop in for a chat
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AMIGA APACHE 1.3b3 released !
Continued from Page 16

NoProxy and ProxyDomain directives
Added to proxy, useful for intranets.
AddModulelnfo directive added to mod info
Allows additional information to be listed along with a
specified module.
Include directive
The Include directive includes other config files immediately at that point in parsing.
Improved HTTP/1.1-style Virtual Hosts
The new NameVirtualHost directive is used to list IP
address:port pairs on which HTTP/1.1-style virtual
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hosting occurs. This is vhosting based on the Host:
header from the client. Previously this address was
implicitly the same as the 'main address" of the
machine, and this caused no end of problems for
users, and was not powerful enough. Please see the
Apache Virtual Host documentation for further details
on configuration.
Year-2000 improvements
The default timefmt string used by mod include has
been modified Jo display the year using four digits
rather than the two-digit format used previously. The
mod autoindex module has also been modified to
display years using four digits in Fancylndexed directory listings.
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More CD's than you can poke a stick at !
AGA Experience 3
$35.00
The latest collection of AGA material from Sadeness. Includes
Utilities, 102MB, Music 222MB, Games 88MB, Animations 42MB,
Slideshows,ll MB, MOD's 16MB, information, icons and more.
AGA Toolkit '97
$30.00
Workbench 3.0+ utilities ready to run directly from the CD.
Categories Include Graphics, Disk Utils, Programming. Emulation.
Workbench, Music, Business. Communications and more.
Amiga Developer CD v1.1
$35.00
This CD contains all the material needed to start developing software for Amiga. Includes the CD32 developer package and various
packages from 3rd parties. A must have CD for anyone developing
for the Amiga.
Aminet 16
$35.00
This edition of Aminet Includes over 1 gigabyte of uncompressed
software in thousands of archives. Features XTreme Racing.
Aminet 19
$35.00
This edition of Aminet includes over 1 gigabyte of uncompressed
software in thousands of archives. There is over 500 MB of new
material since Aminet 18. Features full versions of CanDo 2.5 and
AmiAtlas 1.3.
Aminet 20
$35.00
The latest edition of Aminet includes over 1 gigabyte of uncompressed software In thousands of archives. There is over 500 MB of
new material since Aminet 19. Features a special registered version
of Wildfire animation editor.
Aminet Set 3, 4 CD Set
$65.00 1
The third volume of the ultimate Amiga resource. Four CD's full of
programs, utilities, images, sound, music and more from the Aminet
Internet site. A must have set for any Amiga CD collection. Includes
full versions of Imagine 4.0, XiPaint 3.2 and OctaMED 5.
Aminet Set 4, 4 CD Set
$65.00 1
The fourth volume of the ultimate Amiga resource. Four CD's full of
programs, utilities, images, sound, music and more from the Aminet
Internet site. A must have set for any Amiga CD collection. Includes
full version of Directory Opus 5.11.
Aminet Set 5, 4 CD Set
$70.00
The fifth volume of the ultimate Amiga resource. Four CD's full of
programs, utilities, images, sound. music and more from the Aminet
Internet site. A must have set for any Amiga CD collection. Includes
the full version of OctaMED SoundStudio and over 1 G8 of material
that will not appear on the regular Aminet disks.
Amy Resource Vol. 1
$45.00
A comprehensive collection of quality shareware and registered
software for the Amiga. Includes registered version of AmigaE 3.21,
ImageStudio 2.3, WebPlug 1.22, ProgEd 2.4, FontMachine 1.05 and
BeckMan 1.4. Also includes demo versions of Personal Paint 7.1,
TurboCalo 4, DrawStudio, PCTask and more.

Assassins CD 2 Set
$30.00
Another collection of great games on one CD. This follow up Is even
better than the original with no duplication from the first CD. It has
been tested on the CD32, CDTV, A1200 with Zappo and Power
Drive and the A4000. A menu provides access to all games and
instructions and it can also be run from a Workbench AmigaGuide
document. Includes Assassins Floppy disks 1-250In DMS format.
CDBoot 1.0
$70.00
A12008A4000 owners with CD-ROM drives can now play those
great CD32 games with this amazing CD32 emulator. Simple installation and better than 90% compatibility make this a must have
program.
CD-Sensations: Golden Games
$20.00 é
A great collection of almost 1000 Amiga games. Most are ready to
run directly off the CD. Includes arcade games, commercial demos,
strategy and puzzles and more.
CD-Write
$70.00
CD-Write allows you to 'write' to a CD-ROM by extending the
Amiga OS in a fully compliant and transparent way by redirecting
modifications to a CD to a special area of a hard drive or other
writable media.
Connect Amiga to the Internet ,Video&disks $20.00 ~
This video and the accompanying three disks guide you through the
complex task of configuring the Amiga using AmiTCP to connect to
the Internet. NB: Does NOT include AmiTCP. A demo version is
available on the Aminet CD.
Desktop Video CD2
$35.00
A collection of textures and backgrounds in JPEG, IFF and Video
Creator formats, over 200 colour anti-aliased fonts up to 200 points,
over 150 3D objects in popular formats and a host of DTV utilities.
Epic Collection 3
$45.00 ~
The latest collection of Amiga Public Domain and Shareware programs all ready to run from the CD.
Epic Interactive Encyclopedia '97
$65.00
Finally, a decent interactive encyclopedia for the Amiga. Includes
both ECS and AGA versions. A multimedia experience of knowledge. New 1997 version.
Fusion Mac Emulator
$150.004.
A Mac emulator for all Amiga's with a 68020 or better processor.
Supports Emplant hardware, Mac 05 7.1.0 to 7.6, Picasso96 and
CyberGraphx, stereo audio and more. Minimum requirements
68020, 4MB Ram, 20MB Hard disk, System 7.1.1, HO floppy and
256K Mac ROM's.
Geek Gadgets - Developers v2
$45.00
This CD contains virtually all the tools you need to start programming on the Amiga, Including C, C++, FORTRAN. ADA, EMACS,
debuggers, linkers,compilers and much more. Includes beta port of
X W ndows .X11 R6.1, tools will run directly from the CD.

MOTHERBOARD COMPUTERS
42 Manning Street, Kingswood NSW 2747
Phone (02) 4736-8055 Email: mother@pnc.com.au

More CD's than you can poke a stick at !
Guru-ROM VS for GVP SCSI cards

$110.00

A SCSI driver update for all GVP Series-II host adapters and all
Combo and G-Force accelerator cards. This ROM module has been
considerably extended and updated and replaces all previous driver
ROMs.

Hottest 4

$10.00

A comprehensive collection of the very best and most up-to-date
Shareware and Public Domain Software. Files are in DMS format
and require a floppy disk. Full BBS support.

Learning Curve

$40.00

A fantastic collection of educational and Informational material for
the Amiga. There are over 32.000 files that will entertain and interest young and old. Categories include Art, Electronics, Geography,
History, Mathematics. Music. Astronomy and much more.

Magic Publisher ,4 CD Set

$30.00

Germany's most popular Amiga CD-ROM collection with many programs and utilities not found on any other CD. Several different
search tools have been included to make finding and executing programs from the CD even easier

Multimedia Toolkit 2 , 2 CD Set

$35.00

The first CD with all Amiga related newsgroups from Usenet. There
are over 437,000 postings from 19 newsgroups. You will find valuable advice on nearly every facet of Amiga computing without wasting costly online time.

Network CD

$15.00

A CD dedicated to the connection of Amiga computers including
CDTV and C 32 machines. Includes ParNET, SerNET, Fish 800975. Amos PD 478-803, TBag 1-74, 500 Images and more. The
automatic reset function of CDTV and CD32 machines have also
been disabled.

Octamed 6 CD

UPD Gold , 4 CD Set

$35.00

The entire United Public Domain library on four CD's. There are
over 4,800 disks archived in the DMS format arranged by category
and accessed from an AmlgaGuide document. Includes disk collections from Amigos, Amos, Assassins, Fred Ash, Jam, Gold Fish,
Scope, Snag and TBag. Great valuer

XiPaint v4.0

$70.00

Network PC

$55.00

Access any PC drive Including CD-ROM, Jazz, fixed hard drives
and networked drives through the parallel port. The PC acts as a
slave machine and cannot access the Amiga, however, the Amiga
can read and write to the PC. Load image files on a PC directly into
a paint program. Includes the parallel cable to connect the
machines together. Works with WB 2.04+ and Windows 95.

1078 Weird Textures

$40.00

A massive collection of 1078 seamless texture tiles ,256 x 256
pixels, artists. Includes a 28 page colour index booklet displaying
every textu e Fle formats include PICT, Targa, IFF, GIF and JPG.

$45.00

3,000 JPEG Textures

$30.00

Over 3,000 royalty free textures in JPEG format. There are
thumbnails of every texture for easy selection. Categories include
Brick, Bumpmaps, Carpet, Cloth, Fabric, Marble, Organic, Rock,
Tiles, Wood and many more. Great for 3D rendering and Web
design.

Imagine PD 3D

$30.00

There we thousands of Imagine 3D objects on this CD. Categories
include Anatomy, Animals, Aviation, Botany, Buildings, Computers,
Fonts, Furniture, Household, Music, Space. Sports, Vehicles and
many more. As a bonus, there are over 950 textures on the CD. A
must have CD for the Imagine enthusiast.

Light ROM 4 , 2 CD Set

$55.00

A collection of objects, scenes and textures for Lightwave. Includes
bonus CD of 3,000 textures in JPEG format and a booklet with hints
and tips on Lightwave.

The latest version of the best music making program for the Amiga.
Produce eight channel modules and control MIDI instruments and
sample sounds. There are over 600MB of modules. MIDI files and
samples including the entire Walkabout Music sample collection.

Light-ROM Gold

OctaMED Sound Studio

Lightwave 3D Enhancer CD

$75.00 1
The best music creation program for the Amiga just got better. Full
mixing facilities, direct to disk recording, 64 channel support, new
MIDI commands, sample length limited only to memory and much
morel

Price Drop 1

1

A leading edge 24-bit paint program with many features for both the
novice and experienced Amiga artist. Includes new animation and
ray-tracing features, Wacom support, unlimited undo, support for
graphic cards and more.

$40.00

A double CD set aimed at the Music and Video professional. Over
1.2 gigabytes of graphics and sound. Includes the full version of
OCtaMED 5.04 along with 250 MB of support material, over 500 24bit images, more than 2000 Imagine objects, fonts, alined.

NetNews Offline Vol. 1 & 2

$50.00

$100.00

A definite must have for the DIP enthusiast. Get Anal Writer 4 SE
and Wordworth 4 TD. over 10,000 fonts, 500 clipart images, 150
printer drivers. Web page tools and much more. Includes a 100+
page booklet with printouts of all fonts and clipart. A special BBS
section is also provided.

Meeting Pearls Vol. 4

p.OS Pre-release

A pre-release of a new operating system for the Amiga. Includes the
complete p.OS Workbench, Shell, Filer DOS and a number of
demos. Requires 68020+ 3 4MB RAM.

$45.00

This CO represents the very best of the Light-ROM series of CD's
with over 6,000 Ughtwave objects and scene files with thumbnail
renderings or easy previewing.

$50.00

A CD Ml f tlw e d d t to Ughtwave not previously released
elsewhere. Includes 25 macros for Modeler, over 500MB of
brushes, backdrops, maps, textures, objects, 3D fonts and more.
This is not a PD/Shareware CD.

Price Increase T

Limited Stock lie

MOTHERBOARD COMPUTERS
42 Manning Street, Kingswood NSW 2747
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BY PAUL GRAHAM
Happy Birthday to us, Happy
Birthday to us, Happy Birthday to
Australian Amiga Gazette, Happy
Birthday to us. I'd love to be only
one year old and know what I
know now. We all know that won't
happen, but with the use of our
Amigas and special effects in our
videos anything is possible. Hi
and welcome to part three of
"SFX for Amiga and Video".

lay with your own pictures you've
created in a paint, titling or animation program. Since most of the
time your audience can instantly
see the difference between a
computer generated image and
real life you don't want to try and
hide that fact. But in some
situations you can trick the
viewers into believing that a computer generated picture is real.

We have already seen
what a genlock is used for
with our Amiga's in earlier
issues of the magazine so
now we'll look at the genlock as a special effects
weapon.
Genlocking is a special
effect to begin with, so you
don't have to go too far to
create something special
or unusual. Genlocking is
also the main way to get
the computer effects to be
more than just images on
a monitor and turn them
into part of your video production.
Overlaying anything from the
computer onto video tape is a
special effect in its self, according
to professional video people. Most
of the time you will be trying to do
it straight, in other words with as
little distortion as possible. You
can also combine a straight over-
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The first way to do this is by
simulating the Amiga's graphics.
Yes I know this sounds pretty silly
but if you know anything about
computers then you'll know that
99% of people have no idea what
computer graphics look like. The
Amiga can successfully simulate
the kinds of images people expect. There have been a quite a

number of films and TV shows
made over the years that have
tried to simulate computer vision
by putting graduated cross-hairs
over a scene. Remember the TV
show, The Six Million Dollar Man,
well the director made good use
of this technique even though
there was no computer. By overlaying numbers, lines or grids, you
can simulate computerised targeting, submarine periscopes
and even the vision of a
robot
The other way to trick your
audience into believing that
what they are seeing on the
screen is real is not to have
it on the screen for too long.
If you were shooting a
scene outdoors for another
production and a UFO flew
by, you would quickly turn
your camera around, run
atter the object in the sky,
try to focus and then it
would be gone. What would
it look like when you played
it back? Unless the UFO stayed
nice and still while you were filming it and running after it, you
would more than likely get an out
of focus, blurred lumpy disc shape
on the tape. Those few frames of
the UFO will look more realistic
than if you overlaid a nice sharp
well drawn UFO bang in the centre of the screen.
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You can also create ghosting
effects by only partially overlaying
the graphics (not using the computer colours at full strength). By
using a background colour that is
a tight weave of colour 0 (black)
and another colour you can have
a live video ghost mixed with a
computer background. One of the
problems with genlocking devices
is that you can overlay computer
graphics on top of video but you
can't overlay video on top of
graphics. To do this you need
another device called a
Chromakey, but this is another
story.
If you don't have fade controls on
your camcorder you can use the
genlocking unit to do this just by
fading to a blank screen
(not colour 0). You can also
fade into a scene by using
this technique. The advantage of doing fades with the
genlock is that you can
fade to and from any colour
(or pattern) and you can
usually control the speed of
the fade more easily.
Using a technique that we
will now give you an outline, you should be able to
do dissolves, where one
scene blends in with
another to reveal a different
scene. You can of course dissolve
from a computer generated image
to a video image and vice versa
with a genlocking device. This
method is for dissolving between
scenes that are not following each
other on the video tape. To make
this work well you must make
sure that each of the scenes are
of static images. This is where
there is no movement by your

actors at the end of the scene. In
your edit room, copy scene one to
a master tape. Go back and grab
a frame from the end of the scene
where there is no movement. You
will have to experiment to get the
image as close as possible to the
original. Once you have the scene
digitised in the highest resolution
possible set up scene two in the
slave video unit which will be genlocked to the Amiga. Set the genlock so that it is only showing
Amiga, graphics (the digitised
frame from the end of scene one).
Now record a new scene (scene
two) starting with the genlocked
Amiga image dissolving into the
original (scene two) picture from
the slave VCR. Finally, go back
and edit the new scene onto the

ending point of scene one. The
final result, If you timed everything
correctly, should be scene one
coming to an end on a static
Image which then dissolves
smoothly into the beginning of
scene two.

effects with them that your genlock or paint software is capable
of, including fades, wipes, dissolves, rolls and even digital
effects. You still won't be able to
go from one moving scene into
another but a bit of your own
creativity should compensate in
just about all circumstances.
Remember, if you're grabbing pictures off the TV or from a magazine or book 99% of these are
copyrighted and you might land
yourself in court with a legal suit
against you, so check these
things out first.
Digitisers have been used to generate special effects in video for
the past ten years, although costing many thousands of dollars for
a top of the range one
back then, they are quite
affordable for the average
person these days. On the
computer side, digitisers
were the only way to get
detailed visual information
into the computer without
drawing them by hand. In
a strange sort of way,
video professionals appreciate the fact that
digitised pictures look like
computer images, while
computer people have
been trying to get digitisers
to the point where the
images look like video pictures.
Computer artists have made use
of the fact that a digitised picture
is very close to looking like a photograph but just coarse or blocky
enough so that the image was
created by hand.

Since the digitised Images are
essentially Amiga graphics you
should be able to do any special
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Create your own UFO Invasion

There will be times when it Is
easier to use a digitiser to get an
image from print to video. With
the digitiser you can take printed
graphics, put them into your
favourite paint program and clean
them up or modify them to your
hearts content until you are completely satisfied with the end
result then transfer the images to
video tape. This is particularly
useful for industrial videos where
you might want to Include Images
from reports, charts, graphs,
publicity photos and the like.

A scanner is a modern day
digitiser and with the price of
these falling every month this
method is more feasible and cost
effective. The scanners on the
market to-day are capable of very
high resolution, anything from
50dpi upwards. A digitiser or
scanner is particularly good for
creating custom title screens. The
easiest way to get a company
logo, sketch, drawing, painting or
any image into the Amiga so that
it can be manipulated for a title
screen is with the scanner or

digitiser. Many scanners have a
black and white line art mode or
two colour scan that Improves the
sharpness of the scanned image.
This image is taken to your paint
program and colour is added in
there. Many industrial video
producers, including myself use
this method for creating company
logos. It's a lot easier than trying
to recreate an image by hand in
paint or rendering programs. If
there is a particular font that you
need that just isn't available for
the Amiga, you simply scan the
letters, put them in your paint program, and by making each letter a
brush you can create your custom
title.
Well thats your double dose this
month, have a merry Christmas
and an even merrier new year
when I'll be back to give you more
info on Amiga and Video in the
new year.

Visit us on the Net
/
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Which Amiga
do you own?
Fast ram ?
Workbench ?
Peripherals ?
Age Group ?

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

❑A600
El A500+
❑ A2000
❑ A2500
❑ CD32 =CCTV
❑ 2Meg BMeg
❑ 2.0
Dao
❑ Modem
❑ Scanner
❑ 16->30
❑ 31->45

A500
A1200
A4000
512k
1.3
CDrom
Under 15

❑ A1000
❑ A3000
❑Draco
❑ >16Meg
El 3.1
❑ Genlock
❑ Over 46

How long have you been using your Amiga?
~... „~*+~q

Ps~~ .

a..

Rating of t represents your most popular, 2 your second most popular.... etc.
❑ 3D Rendering
=Multimedia
❑ Amination
=Studies
❑ Networking

❑ Word Processing
=Video editing
=Accounting
❑ Communications
❑ Hardware Dev

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Publishing
Music Creation
Small Business
Internet related
Programming

Name your most often used software title

Rating of 1 represents your most popular, 2 your second most popular.... etc.
=Platform Games
=Adventures
❑ Sports Simulators
=Beaten Up's
=War Strategies

=Motor Racing
=Sports
❑ Pinball Simulators
❑ R.P.G.
❑ Board Games

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Shoot'em Up's
Arcade
Puzzle Games
Flight Sim
Env Simulator

Name the last game you played
Name your favourite Game of all time
C{'

=Cover Page
❑ Reviews
❑ Amiga & Video
❑ Dealers Advertising
=Getting Involved
=Print Quality
=Informative

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Editorial
Best of PD
Web Articles
Tutorials
Reader Classified
Paper Quality
Helpful

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

News
Dear Dianna
Size
Content
Local News
Availability
Important

Please list any areas of interest
you would like to see in MG ?

If you would like, please give your opinion regarding the Amiga situation.

Please post your completed survey to:

Please give a rating to the following;
1 -Very Good, 2 - Good, 3 - Border line, 4 - bad, 5 - Pathetic

THE REST ()T

FIJI tilt J
DOMMN
BY DANIEL HAdDUIi

AmiFig
Since the Amiga's first
introduction over a decade ago,
the Amiga has beeh praised for
it's graphics capability. Many will
agree that the graphic software
available for the Amiga is among
the best that their is.
Unfortunately this praise does
not extend to drawing packages,
and the overall opinion Is that
drawing packages for the Amiga
over the past have not been as
good as they could be. This Is
where AmiFig comes into the
equation, and the best thing
about AmiFig Is that it is offered
as a public domain package. so
you won't have to spend big to
get good results.
AmiFig is a structured drawing
tool that enables you to create
objects and place them onto a
drawing sheet with other objects
to create a professional drawing.
AmiFig comes with an
impressive arsenal of drawing
tools and features. Among this
impressive line up, is the usual
line up such as line, square,
circle, oval and a freehand tool.
You have the ability to rotate
the objects to any angle and
resize them at any stage. There
Is an colour and fill pattern
window which will allow you to
Include colours or a number of
fill patterns to your drawing. The
font tool will allow you to place
text onto your drawing using any
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•
THE BEST OF PUBLIC DOMAIN
IS DEDICATED TO PROMOTING
EXCEPTIONAL PUBLIC DOMAIN
AND SHAREWARE PROGRAMS.
EACH MONTH WE WILL PRESENT

A VARIETY OF PROGRAMS
UTILITIES AND ADD-ONS COVenIN4
A WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS.

EACH PROGRAM SELECTED IS THE
BEST IN ITS AREA AND ENHANCES
AMIGAS EXCELLENT WORKBENCH. +

fonts that you have from your
Workbench fonts directory, and
of course their Is the usual cut,
copy, paste and move functions.

colours. The screen sizes range
from AO to B5, and you can have
a drawing grid for easier
drawing. The grid spacing can
be adjusted to suit your needs.
All dimensions can be set to
either metric or imperial. The
drawing tool box is floating which
means that you can move it
wound on your screen and you
can freely size the drawing
palette to whatever size you like.
There are rulers down both sides
of the drawing palette, which is
useful if your drawing need to be
to scale. My only harsh criticism
of the interface is that their is no
tool tip help, which means that
until you learn what each
drawing tool does it may be
difficult to figure out what each
drawing symbol means.
You drawings can be printed out
and the save option allows you
to export your drawing as
Postscript files for use with a
desktop publisher. Along with
creating your own shapes you
can also Import clipart pictures.
The only drawback to this Is
feature is that you are restricted
to only IFF pictures.

Sample of the drawing
tools available

The drawing environment is well
designed. You can customize
the working environment by
changing the screen size and

One of the most noted features
of AmiFig is the magnifying tool
which works very well because it
magnifies an area around the
current mouse position
automatically, and the best thing
about this feature is that it is in
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real time. This means that the
magnified area changes
continuously as the mouse
pointer moves over your
drawing. Further to this option is
a zoom tool which will let you
increase or decrease the
magnification of the drawing
palette.
Despite the programs healthy
features, future versions of the
program could do with some
more such as support for
datatypes and the ability to
include Arexx.
At last it is good to see the
Amiga with a commendable
structured drawing package,
which although may not be as
good as some of the larger
commercial packages available
from other platforms, AmiFig
does demonstrate the ability to
create structured drawings with
the power and ease of use, not
normally available from art
packages. The only drawback to
this nature of programs is that
the quality of your drawings can
only ever be as good as the
users ability to draw.
Requirements: 68020 (FPU
recommended)
Available From: Aminet Sites
Programmer. Adreas Schmidt
AWS
Seeing the average Amiga boot
up is not very exciting. No
catchy theme sounds or
trademark graphics to catch your
attention and let you know that
your Workbench is about to be
loaded. This has inspired quite a
few people to take up the
challenge and make the Amiga's
bootup more exciting, with the
common solution being to create
some kind of sequence or intro.
There are lots to choose from
and most of these work fine, but
the one common trait that was

noticed among these type of
utilities is that they don't serve
any useful purpose.
AWS was one of only a few that
does provide a solution to the
dull and boring startup sequence
of the Amiga whilst adding some
purpose. AWS displays a nice
trademark graphic of the Amiga
Technologies logo and some
system information about your
Amiga. The system information
displayed includes CPU, FPU,
GFX chipset, video system,
kickstart version, memory, and
the current date and time.
There are two versions of the
program, each accommodating
users of either PAL or NTSC
monitors. You will have to install
the program manually to your C
directory, and add two lines to
your startup-sequence.
AWS is small sweet and simple
to use, and at least serves a
small purpose of more than just
fancy graphics during bootup.
The only drawback to AWS is
that it does come at the
disadvantage of slowing the boot
time of your machine slightly,
though this time lost is really
insignificant and should not
frustrate most users.
Requirements: 053.0+
Available From: Aminet Sites
Programmed By: Powel Hemik
CyberAVI
CyberAVI is an animation player
specifically for use with AVI file
formats. CyberAVI's main focus
is to play the AVI file with
reasonable speed, as this has
been a problem with AVI players
in the past. In order to do this the
developer has designed the
program to take advantage of
users with graphic cards or at
least an AGA chipset and a 020
processor.
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Use of the program is very
similar to using MultiView. Select
the AVI file from the requester
and click OK. CyberAVi will
automatically attempt to play the
AVI animation at the correct
speed, although this does
depend mostly on the
processing power of your
machine. The animation will by
default be set to play in a
continuous loop, although this
can be changes to suit your
desires. Once the animation is
playing you can stop it simply by
clicking on either mouse button.
There are some options to
viewing the AVI. If you are
fortunate enough to own a
graphic board it is possible to
request a public screen for the
animation, and you can also
choose the screenmode for the
playback. You can change the
animation speed, and if you are
finding that the animation is
playing slow even with the
maximum speed setting you can
select a grey scale palette which
will speed things up a little
because less data is required to
be processed.
CyberAVI offers reasonable
performance and ease of use for
playing AVI files. The best thing
about CyberAVI is that it has
been optimized to use the
potential of graphic cards. With
more and more graphic cards
being purchased for Amiga's It is
good to see software that has
been written to use their full
potential, whilst at the same time
not forgetting the less fortunate
Amiga owners.
Requirements: 083.0+
Available From: Aminet Sites
Programmed By: Powel Hemik
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Next years AAG at this years price.

Feb98 - Jan99
12 issues
(one per month)

for
$46.00 Ÿ

')r

Including postage.
(Offer ends 30th Dec97)'

Please send me by post 12 issues (one per month) of

Australian Amiga Gazette
I enclose $46.00 as full payment postage included.

r

Subscription Form
(Mail, Phone)
First name

Surname

Address
State

❑ Bank Card ❑
Card No 0000 ❑❑❑❑
Money order

1
Phone No

Suburb
Cheque

Expiry Date ❑❑/❑❑

1

Post Code
Visa Card ❑

Master Card ❑

I
1
1
I

Signature

42 Manning St. Kingswood NSW 2747
Ph: (02) 4736-8055

I
I

Please make cheques or money orders
payable to 'Australian Amiga Gazette'
1.1
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" A view from under the Table"
Continued from page 15
There was also a lot of other
news on the show, some of which
really deserved more attention
IMHO: One machine had a PCI
graphics board in it. I don't think
it had a fully-functional RTG driver
yet (it used CyberGraphX IIRC),
but this is certainly a promising
development. Phase 5 said they
had temporarily taken some
resources off the AMBox project to
give the PowerUp boards a performance boost (the 64-bit
memory interface makes the
board faster than previous accelerators even on the 68060
side), and will soon make some
important decisions about hardware and software development
to ensure "conceptual continuity
from PowerUp towards the A\Box.
There was also a certain degree
of detente towards Haage &
Partner w.rt. the conflict over the
alternative software solutions for
these boards; Wolf Dietrich and
Juergen Haage had a friendly and
seemingly quite relaxed chat
about this on Saturday.
There was also a lot of fairly new,
but not quite hot-off-the-presses
stuff: During an Al dinner on
saturday night, one of the Cloanto
people demonstrated Amiga
Forever by running Personal
Paint on an IBM Thinkpad using
their improved version of the UAE
emulator. They added in a lot of
tricks to speed up often needed
tasks, eg. a filesystem that ran
natively on the PC side and an
Intel version of PPaint's blit
library. The claim that "no really,
its a real Amigal" caused some
heated debate, which was
silenced by a quick demonstration
of Amiga screen dragging. You
could change the colours of the
mouse pointer on one screen,
then drag it halfway down and po-

sition the pointer over the transition between the two screens.
Just like with the real Amiga chipsets, the two halves of the pointer
appeared in the two screens' different palettes with a couple of
pixels left blank between them.
Haage & Partner showed a
PowerPC version of Quake that
ran very smoothly. Unfortunately
there is no license yet for any
Amiga port of Quake as far as I
know, so this was no more than
proof that it could be done. The
author of Class-X gave me an impressive demonstration of his
animation compression format,
which could play complex
animations smoothly even from
disk. Apparently it made very
effective use of the Amiga chipset
for both its video-compatible output and its very effective motion
compression.
The central Al booth sported
products from lots of different
Amiga companies, as well as a
transparent vertical tube with a
small Boing ball floating up and
down in it. The A5000 was on
display there (made by recently
licensed Amiga cloner DCE and
distributed by Power Computing
Ltd.), which apparently includes
MPEG 1 support but is otherwise
a fairly low-end model by today's
standards. High-end users may
provide the more powerful A6000.
The booth had HIQ's Siamese
system displaying its Amiga
screen on an adjacent PC.
According to a sign put up between the machines, the Amiga
side was not using a graphics
card. Right next to this, at least
on friday and sunday, was the
new Boxer motherboard (from
Index Information Systems IIRC),
a PPC module for which has ap-
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parently been announced.
Bloody shame I lost my leaflet
about it.
There were Amiga mugs on sale
on the booth right next to it, and
lots of other paraphernalia to be
had. There were free Amiga
mouse mats after the show, which
was very fortunate: My old mat
had a Wintel PC shop logo on it,
so I had to use it upside down.
Many celebrities were to be found
at the Amiga booth at one time or
another: Dr. Peter Kittel, Angela
Schmidt, NASA's Chris Greene,
Heinz Wrobel, Holger Kruse, the
Al people, and naturally Petro
Tyschtschenko himself. One
visitor, who was also there last
year IIRC, had gotten Petro (and
perhaps some others as well) to
autograph the back of his Boing
shirt.
All in all, I thought the show was
pretty good. Lots of shop talk over
lots of beer (oh Heavens, the
beer!). As for me personally, I
bought the *entire` Aminet on 21
CD's, which means I'm ready to
get into the second-hand floppy
business. When I went to
Cologne my trusty polyester
weekend bag felt like half empty;
when I returned it felt like half a
ton. In fact I swear it was so full
that the fabric started ripping
loose of the zipper during the ride
home. And it didn't end there:
Even back in Amsterdam I met up
with some developers returning
from the show (image: Droves of
Amlgans spreading across
Europe, leaving trails of Boing
stickers and black white red
logos) and got a free copy of their
product.
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"Oh I do like to be beside the
seaside, oh I do like to be beside
the sea
"
This month's column comes to
you from the seaside, where I am
attempting to recuperate from
severe allergy reactions which
have been exacerbated by bush
fire smoke and high pollen counts.

of which related to a particular
household member (except me!).
The first game unpacked was
"Flash Back" and it proved to be a
challenge to hubby. 'Can you
help me find the teleporter?", he
asked one afternoon. Of course I
proceeded to quiz him as to what
the teleporter looked like, only to
discover that the Star Trek
teleporter is not the definitive
model - in fact this game had
small hand held ones ...well really.

The sea breeze contains no
magic qualities - it just blows
away the muck. However, it
seems, the sea breeze also blows
in quite a bit of muck as well namely those wonderful, youthful
backpackers whose noise
reminds me of my high school
days (I was very noisy).

The next game was the much
loved "Lotus Ill" racing car game.
Little boy adores this one and has
just learnt to use the joystick in
order to steer the car - the red
one, of course.

Also blown in by the sea breeze
are those groovy, fashionable
yuppies whose desire for seaside
real estate has driven unit prices
sky high and caused a proliferation of kerbside cafes with trendy
names.

The last game to be unpacked
was the "Christmas Lemmings"
game which was more attuned to
our elder daughter's taste. I must
say I liked the way the Lemming's
hair swished when the little beast
turned its head.

Yes, you guessed it, I am jealous.
With two little kids in tow, the
golden arches is our place of
dining and no fancy hotels or
motels for us - it's stay with
relatives or rent a ramshackle AFrame - both of which we have
done this holiday season and both
times terror toddler seemed to
find fatal house design flaws to
which he could push to the limit i.e. break things or nearly kill himself.

As for me, sitting in a chair staring
at nothing was just fine, not that I
did much of that. Even when
staying with a relative, I still had to
cook, clean and amuse the kids
and, would you believe it, it rained
for several days and there was no
TV or video (aahh!).

We were not without I.T. whilst on
holidays. The computer served
as a useful source of relaxation
rather than work. We had packed
three games to take away, each
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At present my mother and
daughter are sitting on the floor
sewing and terror toddler is fast
asleep. Quietness does not seem
out of place and in any case the
sound of traffic filters In from the
patio - that's the price you pay for
living near the city, yet by the sea.
Of course the furniture is brand
new and the computer is a 'PC".

The kids seemed more comfortable in the old A-Frame house
down the coast rather than the
luxury apartment in a trendy suburb. Perhaps the kids know
something which we adults have
forgotten in our rush to embrace
"everything new"; that is, sometimes the older, well-worn things
of life are just more comfortable
and fun to be with.
The final competition winner for
1997 is Alex Coleman of NSW here is Alex's letter and for the
effort of writing in, Alex wins a box
of disks, which will be posted
shortly.
Dear Dianna
I enjoy your column in AAG and
was particularly impressed by
your October '97 offering. I
wholeheartedly agree - about the
clothes, the TV shows and the
software. Have you seen any
decent software for preschoolers
at all? I mean genuinely interesting, and with some educational
value? If you have, please let me
know.
Dear Alex
I don't recommend buying much
at all in the way of edutainment
for little ones. I have mentioned a
few times that our household uses
the 'Noddy' educational game
and I do highly recommend it if
you can get hold of it
It is a tiered game and covers the
British curriculum (which is fairly
similar to our own). A map accompanies the game, which helps
guide the children in driving
Noddy around on screen (using
the arrow keys). I recommend
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that you laminate the map, as the
game should last a child several
years (3+ to 7 yrs).
What I do recommend is that you
get hold of public domain tit bits
and demos as these will amuse
most small children. I only recommend the investment in the current offering of basic educational
games as REMEDIAL work for
children who are struggling with
numbers and the alphabet. Most
children who are old enough to
use a mouse can already count
and say the alphabet, so these
games (in my opinion) are a total
waste of money. Books are a
much better investment.

I have mentioned in previous
columns that, in our household,
we do not encourage use of the
computer for the children as their
age group requires more tactile
stimulation. Don't let the software
houses fool you, children need
dress ups, sand pit play, water
play, building blocks, books and
playdough - a computer game
should only be a novelty or time
filler (much like a video or TV
show).
Some children, of course, find
computer games relaxing and at
present there is conflicting research as to the benefits and

negative side affects of too much
computer activity. Any violent
games should be discouraged for
little ones as they have difficulty in
distinguishing reality and fantasy that means absolutely no 'kilr activity.
Well, that's It for me for 1997.
Whether I return in 1998 is up to
the editorial team. Hopefully AAG
will be in the newsagents In
Australia soon and a less relaxed
column will be called for.
Cheers,
Dianna.

_X-Wor
ds
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A
-

November Solution
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Amiga 1000 computer, keyboard,
monitor, Instruction booklets,
perfect condition, $150 or near
offer NEWTOWN (07) 46332 165
Amiga 1200/40 HD, 6Mb RAM,
Com1960 Multisync monitor
(minor fault?), 14.4 modem,
external drive and lots more, $750
or near offer BEULAH PARK 08
8364 5585
A1200, HDD, second FDD,
joysticks, printer, mouse, s/ware,
manuals, $300 BLACKSTONE
HEIGHTS 03 63401644
A1200, 40Mb HDD, 2Mb RAM,
10846 monitor, mouse, joysticks
and over 100 games $1100
HAMILTON HILL 08 9418 5375
A1200 with printer, etc, heaps of
games, joysticks, with desk,
$650 MOONAH WEST 03 6273
1167
A1200 030/40, 10Mb RAM,
100Mb HDD, multi-synchronised
monitor, over 800 disks, $900 or
near offer PARA HILLS
08 8221 7971
2000HD, 1084S monitor, (2) 3.5in
FDD, heaps of original games,
including Flight Sim II, colour
video digitizer, mouse and
Joysticks, lots of floppy disks,
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manuals, KALAMUNDA
08 9454 7057
A500 colour monitor, printer, 2
joysticks, manuals, games,
excellent condition, $300 or near
offer GLENORCHY 03 6272 3743
A500 with colour monitor, Joystick
and games, good condition, $150
negotiable MUDGEERABA
07 5525 3779
Amiga 500 including printer, (350)
plus games, working condition,
$350 ono FORRESTFIELD
08 9453 1907
A500 computer, 1Mb RAM, A570
CD-ROM, Okimate colour printer,
stereo monitor, mouse, games,
$200 MORPHETT VALE
08 8382 6450
500 1Mb memory, 2 disc drives,
games, programmes and manual,
$500 ono WOODBRIDGE
03 6267 4552
A500, monitor, second drive,
joystick $150, Genlock to match,
$130 WARWICK FARM
02 9602 0059
A500, 1Mb RAM, colour monitor,
Star printer, heaps of extras, $250
negotiable KANAHOOKA
02 4261 4948

MOO, 1Mb RAM, 2 disk drives,
colour monitor, joystick, mouse,
video connector, software,
manuals, games, excellent
condition, $300 UPPER STURT
08 8370 8663
Odyl stereo video enhancer.
Aussie made, good gear, surplus
to requirements. Can supply copy
of review from Video magazine.
As new with original packaging
and manual. Originally about
$490. Asking $275 or what have
you to swap ?. John Luxton
(07) 41271515
Wanted, Commodore Amiga
games, Super Frog, Pac-Man,
Alien Breed I and II FERRYDEN
PARK (08) 8445-1542
Wanted Volt Num1 of 'Amazing
Amiga Computing" magazine
will pay $25.00 Ring Michael on
02 4738-8055
Wanted, software Deluxe Music 2
and Tiger Cub GLENELG NORTH
08 8376 6847
Wanted 'Using The System
Software" for A2000 or loan of
same. Also Infomation re GVP
Zorro II, Impact series 2 SCSI
controller,
use of various
jumpers. John Luxton
(07)4127 1515
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If you live in the local area and
would like to be involved in
helping preparing AAG please
contact Michael on (02) 47368055. No experience is
required, just some spare time
and a sense of humour.

Writers Wanted
If you are interested in
contributing to Australian Amiga
Gazette we would like to hear
from you. Until our circulation
builds up we can't offer any
incentive other than our
gratitude and that of our
readers. Articles should
submitted as plain text files.
Graphics as iff or gif format.
Please do not send your
originals just a copy.

Important Notice
The information contained in
this gazette is given in good
faith, and is accurate at the time
of publishing. To the maximum
extent permitted by law, neither
AAG, its employees, agents or
its contractors accept any
liability for loss or damage
arising as a result of any person
acting in reliance on information
contained in this gazette. This
gazette should not be used or
relied on as a substitue for
detailed professional advice

Our Thanks To
Peter Hutch
Daniel Hajduk
Paul Graham
Paul Morabito
Dear Dianna
Phil Scarrold
Luiz Filho
Morman Cantrell
Petro Tyschtschenko
Guy Nathan
Luigi pasciuto

Plow to contact us
Australian Amiga Gazette
42 Manning street
Kingswood NSW 2747
Phone: (02) 4736-8055
Email: Mother@pne.com.au
wwwprr.comau.i-motertaag.htrri

MOTHERBOARD COMPUTERS
42 Manning Street, Kingswood NSW 2747
Ph(02) 4736-8055 Mother@pnc.com.au
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Mygt is on its way! (Due Jan 5th) Don' t miss out
Place your order Now ! $89.95

